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Abstract
This thesis addresses the problem of identifying BitTorrent and Skype activities within Netflow
traces. The ability to accurately classify different types of internet traffic using Netflow traces
represents a major challenge in the field of internet traffic classification since there is no
payload information available with Netflow. Nowadays, P2P applications represent a large
portion of the internet traffic and are becoming more difficult to classify. In this thesis a simple
yet effective classification method is proposed using a set of heuristics based on the
discriminating features and the nature of P2P applications.

The presented scheme has been tested with a collection of real data sets. The results of the
classification have shown to be accurate when applied to data sets with challenging internet
traffic. Furthermore, the results of the proposed scheme have proven to be superior to other
existing approaches in terms of the accuracy of the classification.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
This chapter provides a brief introduction to P2P systems, explaining the basic concepts and
operation mechanisms behind P2P technologies. Afterwards, it shows the importance of
accurately identifying P2P traffic in different networks as nowadays P2P represents the majority
o f the internet traffic. The different P2P classification techniques are discussed to shed light on
both their advantages and disadvantages and are used as a motivation to create a new P2P
identification scheme. Finally, the main contributions and the overall organization of this thesis
are mentioned in the end of the chapter.

1.1 Background

Peer-to-Peer or P2P is a type of distributed systems where different nodes form a dynamic
overlay network. The participating nodes or peers have the ability to pool their resources in
order to achieve the major goals of distributed systems such as scalability, resource sharing and
fault tolerance.

The P2P architecture is considered to be the opposite o f the client-server model. The clientserver architecture has a centralized server responsible for controlling the access of shared
resources within the network, giving the clients limited privileges. In a P2P network, each peer
is considered to be a client and a server simultaneously, due to the absence o f a centralized
server. Although this may serve as an advantage, it raises many management and security
issues since there is no control over the content being shared within the network.
Consequently, the participating peers become prone to various threats and security violations.

1

Figure 1 and Figure 2 display the architectural difference between the client-server model and
the P2P model.

Central Server

Download

Peer

Figure 1 Client Server Architecture

Figure 2 P2P Architecture

Despite the issues brought up by P2P, its connections represent a significant portion of the
internet traffic. P2P connections enable the direct communication between peers where they
can share various services and resources together. These services include file sharing, video
streaming, online gaming and other activities that the client-server architecture cannot
accomplish as fast or as efficient as the P2P architecture. Looking at the P2P network from a top
perspective, it can be viewed as a big pool of shared resources, where every participating edge
has to "give" in order to "take".
Today P2P is considered as a standard backbone fo r sharing all kinds of different media
throughout a network. Examples include audio, video and real time services that are time
sensitive such as voice over IP (VoIP). Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and network
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administrators have been dealing with the challenge of classifying P2P traffic within a network
to control and limit the Quality of Service (QoS) accordingly.

1.2 Research Problem

Since the early 2000s, P2P has emerged as a dominant portion of the internet traffic. According
to Ipoque; a German company responsible for developing bandwidth management solutions,
P2P traffic represents 49-83% of the total internet traffic in several countries [1]. The enormous
amount of P2P traffic and its rapid progression throughout the years have resulted in
deteriorating network performance and congestion due to the massive bandwidth consumption
of P2P applications. P2P applications are becoming more difficult to classify since they operate
with a set o f random ports and sometimes utilize encrypted payloads. In addition, heavy
bandwidth consumption is usually a result of P2P applications such as files sharing and
BitTorrent. Therefore, network analysts and administrators are concerned with accurately
identifying P2P traffic and detecting such activity in their networks.

The ability to accurately classify P2P traffic finds utility in provision of QoS, network security
and network planning for public network providers and campus network operators. The existing
apparatuses for classifying P2P traffic utilize an array of different methodologies and
techniques, each yielding a different rate of success depending on the targeted traffic to be
classified. In the early days of the internet, P2P traffic could be easily classified by using port
based approaches as suggested in [2-6]. Although port based approaches give high accuracy for
identifying legacy applications (e.g. HTTP, FTP, NetBIOS), this technique is highly inaccurate for
identifying P2P traffic as P2P applications utilize random ports to navigate through firewalls and
3

other network restrictions. Different payload analysis techniques [7-16] were suggested to
classify P2P traffic, achieving very high rates of success. Despite its success, this approach
cannot be applied to encrypted payloads or to the situation when payload information is not
available. On the other hand, machine learning and data mining approaches [17-24] were
suggested, where key attributes and discriminating features of P2P applications are used for
classification by feeding training samples to the algorithm. The accuracy of this technique relies
heavily on the quality and nature of the training samples, and the robustness of the selected
features.

1.3 Research Objective

From the previously discussed problems, the main objectives of this thesis are to analyze the
behavior and discriminating features of P2P applications, as well as proposing a classification
model that can successfully identify and extract BitTorrent and Skype flows from Netflow traces
with high accuracy.

The classification of P2P applications can be utilized to serve a variety of purposes. ISP and
carriers can benefit from it in improving the QoS. By identifying Skype connections, they can be
prioritized in order to enhance the calling experience, improve the call quality, and avoid delay
and lag in Skype calls. In addition, the calculation of an estimate of the duration o f any placed
call is advantageous in providing billing information and accounting.

Furthermore,, by

identifying BitTorrent activities, they can be also prioritized in order to achieve faster file
transfers. In addition, the classification can be used for enforcing fair internet usage policies by
determining the total consumed bandwidth of each host and limiting it accordingly.
4

Consequently, if a user is abusing his bandwidth privileges through BitTorrent file transfers, the
bandwidth allocated to the host can be limited and if needed, the BitTorrent ports can be
blocked. On the other hand, network analysts and home users can benefit from the
classification model by utilizing the information in determining the nature of their internet
traffic, and identify different P2P activities within their networks.

Recently the focus on accurately categorizing any type of internet traffic within Netflow traces
is becoming of vital importance as Netflow is the standardized tool utilized by network
administrators for monitoring and collecting information regarding internet traffic within a
network. This thesis is concerned with two of the most important P2P applications. BitTorrent
and Skype represent the leading applications in their corresponding fields. BitTorrent is the
most popular tool used for P2P file sharing over the internet according to different studies and
articles [25-26], while Skype is by far the number one application when it comes to VoIP with
over 350 million active users [27].

1.4 Suggested Approach

By comparing and evaluating the previously proposed approaches in P2P traffic classification, a
classification scheme is proposed to identify both BitTorrent and Skype traffic using Netflow
traces. The proposed scheme is based on a combination of existing approaches and a set of
features and characteristics unique for BitTorrent and Skype applications.

In specific, we analysed the connection patterns and distinguishing characteristics o f both
BitTorrent and Skype and studied how they behave on start up, mid process, and in their closing
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stages. The classification procedure takes place by converting these features and behavior
patterns to statistical data and comparing them to their corresponding data fields in the
Netflow traces to determine the existence of BitTorrent and Skype activities.

1.5 Summary of Contributions

The key contributions of the thesis are:

1- A proposed classification model capable of Identifying BitTorrent and Skype hosts and
flows.
2- The proposed model has been tested with five different data sets and produced
accurate results for both BitTorrent (91.3%-95.4% byte-wise accuracy) and Skype (100%
flow accuracy, ±1-2 minutes for placed call duration accuracy).
3- The results of the proposed scheme have proven to be superior to other existing
approaches in terms of accurately identifying BitTorrent and Skype flows within Netflow
traces.

1.6 Thesis Organization

The remaining chapters of the thesis are organized as follows:

Chapter 2: A brief introduction and a literature survey of the current suggested approaches for
general and P2P traffic classification as well as a detailed description of two of the most popular
P2P applications; BitTorrent and Skype. Furthermore, an introduction to Netflow and a list of
discriminating P2P flow features are presented in the end of the chapter.

6

Chapter 3: Introduces a list of the heuristics used for building the classification scheme for
identifying BitTorrent and Skype flows. These heuristics were obtained by analysing both
applications' activities and the list of unique features for both applications.

Chapter 4: Introduces the testing and experimentation phase of the classification procedure by
applying the proposed scheme to real life data sets and presents the results and accuracy of the
classification scheme. Additionally, comparisons with some existing approaches are presented
based on testing results.

Chapter 5: Presents the conclusions and recommendations for future work.

7

Chapter 2 Background Knowledge
This chapter provides the background information for the material presented in this thesis.
First, a survey of the existing internet traffic classification approaches is demonstrated to
discuss both advantages and disadvantages. Afterwards, we display popular schemes proposed
for BitTorrent and Skype traffic identification which are related to the classification scheme
proposed in this thesis. In addition, a detailed description of both BitTorrent and Skype
applications is presented. Finally, an introduction to Netflow and the list of P2P flow features
are introduced in the end of the chapter.

2.1 Literature Survey of Traffic Classification Approaches

Recently, the network research community has been focusing on the field of internet traffic
classification [2-24], by exploring different techniques, methodologies and approaches to
accurately classify internet traffic. These proposed algorithms have yielded different rates of
success and percentages of accuracy depending on the required traffic to be classified and the
nature of the environment where these methods are applied in. The challenge lies in
determining the optimal method to classify with high accuracy using minimal resources to serve
different purposes such as providing quality of service fo r the Internet Service Providers (ISP),
monitoring internet traffic, constructing different security measures, creating intrusion
detection mechanisms, and applying filters to different types of internet content.

8

In this section, the important techniques for internet traffic classification that have been highly
appraised are presented to shed light on both their advantages and disadvantages, as well as
comparing them from several points of view.

The following approaches represent the top schemes and technologies used for internet traffic
classification.

2.1.1 Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)
Deep Packet Inspection or DPI is a technique for classifying internet traffic by capturing raw
packet data within a network and trying to distinguish between different types of traffic using
different approaches such as pattern prediction, cross referencing and payload investigation.

DPI provides different types of services such as network administration, data mining, filtering
and censoring. It has been proven to be a highly accurate technique for internet traffic
classification as it can reveal the contents of the packets, identifying the sender, receiver, and
the payload information inside the packet. In [7-16] different DPI classification approaches are
suggested. In [7-13] payload signatures are extracted and compared to a database containing
different signatures of different applications. In [14-15], string matching is used where the
classifier searches for specific keywords in the packet and labels the traffic accordingly. In [16]
the contents o f the packets are revealed by parsing the data inside the packet to identify the
sender, receiver, and payload information. Despite the high success rate of DPI, its three major
drawbacks prevent it from being deployed.

9

First, DPI consumes an enormous amount of computational resources and storage capacity.
When an average user is using the internet, there is a great quantity of incoming and outgoing
packets. Individually inspecting these packets can be a time consuming process. Techniques
such as payload signatures [7-13] and string matching [14-15] have been developed to
overcome that, by only handling certain packets that can help distinguish between different
types of internet traffic. However, the computational cost remains too high. If the classification
procedure is performed offline, all the packets that are required to be classified must be stored
on a certain media. Furthermore, packet information and payloads may have very large sizes
that consume a vast amount of storage capacity to save the packets fo r later investigation and
classification.

The second concern regarding DPI is that it may raise security, privacy and copyright issues
regarding the captured packets. DPI requires the ability to read, decipher, filter, and delay
internet traffic within a network, giving the network administrator or ISPs the opportunity to
mettle and investigate the user's activities over the internet. This consequently raises privacy
issues and concerns. Additionally, the technology may be misused if it is utilized in an improper
fashion for unethical purposes such as spying, espionage, illegal privacy intrusion and other
security threats.

The final issue regarding DPI is that it fails to classify P2P applications which utilize encrypted
payloads for communication between hosts. Nowadays, BitTorrent clients and Skype clients
have implemented encryption capabilities as a security measure which compromises the
functionality of DPI approaches.
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As discussed, although DPI has a very high rate of accuracy, those three important drawbacks
make the technology difficult to implement and sometimes infeasible in environments with
limited resources, or when payload information is absent or encrypted.

2.1.2 Port Based Classification

In this particular approach, applications are identified by checking the operating port of the
specific application and referencing it to the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) port
list.

In the early days of the internet, this method was successful for classifying applications.
Nowadays, this technique has become unreliable for classifying P2P applications which do not
use fixed or predefined ports when they operate, disguising their traffic by using dynamic port
hopping where random ports are chosen to channel the traffic each time the service is initiated.
Moreover, port masquerading techniques are used where applications can channel their traffic
through other well known ports such as HTTP port 80. Another drawback o f this technique is
that it is not sufficient to accurately classify services and applications that run over well known
ports such as HTTP video streaming or HTTP flash games as they all use the same port 80.

Although port based classification does not yield accurate results for P2P, it can be used to
classify traditional services and protocols such as DNS, HTTP, FTP, ICMP and some other
conventional services with high accuracy since they use default port numbers that are well
known and some of them are exclusive and do not allow other applications to use those ports.
This method has been used by T.Karagiannis et al in BLINC [29] where they combined port
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classification with host behavior to classify different types of internet traffic. However, the
results from this technique could only classify traffic from a general perspective, labelling all
P2P traffic as Peer to Peer w ithout specifying which application it is. For example, CoralReef [4]
is a port based internet traffic classifier provided by the Cooperative Association for Internet
Data Analysis (CAIDA) and its accuracy for identifying P2P traffic is displayed in [9] by H.Kim et al
where it fails to accurately classify P2P traffic, yielding variable results ranging from 12%-75%
depending on the nature of the traffic, and the amount of P2P traffic within the data sets. In
[28-29], the authors compared and evaluated the efficiency and accuracy of applying port
based approaches to P2P traffic classification and concluded that it could not achieve more
than 70 % for P2P classification. Some tools such as Snort [5] and Bro [6] use port based
approaches to classify internet traffic where they can successfully classify applications that use
well known ports, but give weak results when applied to P2P traffic.

In general, despite that this method was commonly used, it has been proven to be unsuccessful
fo r classifying P2P applications that use techniques and methods to work around this primitive
approach. Although port based approaches yield inconsistent results for P2P identification, it
can be combined with other approaches such as host behavior to significantly increase its
accuracy.

2.1.3 Machine Learning
In machine learning based techniques, classification takes place by identifying key features that
separate different types of traffic where a certain machine learning algorithm is applied to
classify the traffic.
12

Machine learning algorithms are proposed for classifying internet traffic such as flow clustering
[17], Bayesian approaches [20], and support vector machines or (SVM) [21]. N. Zander et al in
[22] evaluated the performance and efficiency of machine learning algorithms when applied to
different types of internet traffic and compared the accuracy of different machine learning
algorithms.

Machine learning algorithms use multiple identifying features for each class as a signature for
classification and compares those features to a set of trained data that are labelled with each
class, and determines how close or the likelihood of that testing data belonging to a certain
class or label. This approach has been used in [17-24] where classification schemes are
proposed using several machine learning algorithms. However, the accuracy of the results
solely depends on the quality of the given data sets that the algorithms rely on for classification.

There are tw o main categories in machine learning approaches. First is the unsupervised
machine learning, which is used in [17-21], where an unlabelled data set is fed to the algorithm
and then it derives a statistical structure or a correlation between the different data items in
the set to use as a reference table. Afterwards, the data that is desired to be identified is
provided where it is classified based on the model created by the algorithm using the earlier
data.

The other category of machine learning approaches is the supervised machine learning, which is
presented in [22-24]. In this approach, a labelled training set of data is used for referencing and
cross validating. Usually the labelled training set is generated in a controlled environment
where the traffic is known in order to ensure high accuracy. The learning algorithm is provided
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with training sets and derives a specific function or structure that can be used to distinguish
between different types o f classes.

The major disadvantage of this approach is that the accuracy of the results solely depends on
the accuracy and the quality of the given data sets that the algorithms rely on for classification.
Since different networks operate in different fashions, it is difficult to obtain a flawless absolute
training set that can be used for classifying all kinds of traffic regardless of their origin.

Another disadvantage when using this technique is that when two or more classes share similar
features, it becomes difficult to accurately classify the given traffic. The algorithm will tend to
be biased to one of the classes as their features may overlap if there are not enough
distinguishing characteristics between them.

2.1.4 Host Behavior
Host behavior approaches are concerned with identifying activities among specific hosts in a
network where each application has different types of patterns. Classification models and
heuristics are built by capturing the relationships between different statistical properties of
flows and the applications generating them. By analyzing the traffic patterns of different
applications, flows are clustered together and are labelled to the appropriate application that
corresponds to the identified pattern. Various flow features are used to construct statistical
signatures for classification such as packet length, packet inter arrival time and flow duration.
As mentioned, BLINC [29] uses a combination of port based classification and host behavior by
exploiting connection patterns and relationships between hosts and by applying different
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heuristics and schemes based on those patterns. In [28-32] the authors proposed various host
behavior approaches. In specific, Zhang et al [31] proposed a host behavior classifier that
exploits the connection behavior of different applications and converts them to graphical and
statistical representations based on flow cardinality and directions. Afterwards, these models
are used for signature matching. Additionally, Karagiannis et al [28] proposed a host behavior
identification scheme that relies on network and transport layer features such as IPs, ports and
the number of concurrent connections.

This approach is application specific, where classification models and heuristics must be built
for every application that is required to be classified. The advantage of this technique is that its
accuracy is higher when compared to other general classification schemes, since this approach
uses traits and features that are application specific by exploiting the uniqueness of each
service. The only drawback o f this method is that applications and services evolve over time,
changing their behaviors, rendering the old models incapable of accurate classification.
Nonetheless, this approach is the most suitable for classifying applications that share common
flow features but exhibit unique statistics and connection pattern.

2.2 Approach Selection and Comparison

The objective of this thesis is to determine the most suitable approach fo r classifying BitTorrent
and Skype activities in network traces. After studying the current approaches suggested for
internet traffic classification, it was found that DPI fails to classify applications and services that
utilize encrypted payloads. On the other hand, machine learning techniques are not reliable
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when the features of the applications that are required to identify overlap. Moreover, port
based approaches are too primitive to be applied to the current generation of P2P traffic.

The most feasible approach for identifying P2P traffic is a host behavior approach, due to the
fact that it is application specific where our main goal is to identify BitTorrent and Skype
activities. By analyzing both BitTorrent and Skype connection patterns, heuristics and
classification schemes are demonstrated in this thesis to accurately identify them.

The classification model is constructed by integrating different flow features unique to P2P
applications and the connection patterns that P2P applications exhibit whilst they are
operating, in order to achieve a solid identification mechanism capable of accurately classifying
the required traffic. The existing integrated approaches such as BLINC [29] and the approaches
suggested in [28-32] use host behavior features that are common for all P2P services and
produce low accuracy for classifying specific P2P applications. The accuracy can be increased
dramatically by utilizing features that are specific for BitTorrent and Skype applications as the
features used in the mentioned approaches are general P2P features and sometimes P2P
services share those features with other non P2P applications. An important condition has been
added for building the classification model where all the features and attributes that are used
in the classification procedure must be obtainable through Netflow, in order to easily apply this
classification method to any type of flow traces, and facilitate the identification process of P2P
activities even with the absence of payload information or with the presence of encrypted
payloads.
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2.3 Approaches for Identifying BitTorrent and Skype

This section reviews some of the approaches for BitTorrent and Skype identification that are
related to this research.

2.3.1 BitTorrent Approaches Comparison
Other researches [41-46] aim to identify BitTorrent traffic within network traces. DPI
approaches fo r classifying BitTorrent traffic are suggested in [41-42] where the packets are
inspected for BitTorrent keywords. However, these approaches are infeasible if the payloads
are encrypted or packet information is absent. In [45-46] machine learning algorithms are
applied to traffic traces to determine the existence of BitTorrent traffic by using a labelled
training set. Other host behavior approaches are suggested in [43-44] where heuristics are built
for extracting BitTorrent flows from network traces by monitoring the number of outgoing
flows within a certain time frame. All these suggested approaches yield accurate results for
identifying the traffic generated by BitTorrent clients using the standard BitTorrent protocol
[33] ranging from 85%-95%. In all these approaches, the authors assume that all BitTorrent data
transfers only occur via TCP, however it has been proven that newer BitTorrent clients utilize
UDP fo r data transfer connections. Many BitTorrent clients have dropped the original
BitTorrent protocol and have implemented the uTP [59] protocol pioneered by uTorrent as it
has been proven to be superior due to the dynamic packet size shaping implemented in the
protocol.
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2.3.2 Skype Approaches Comparison

A number of researches [50-55] have been proposed to address the issue of identifying Skype
traffic.

In [55], Ptacek proposed a Netflow plug-in capable of identifying Skype flows which

relies heavily on using a reverse DNS lookup to determine if a host contacted the Skype server
or not. The accuracy of this approach relies on the result of the DNS lookup, and sometimes IP's
remain ambiguous after a DNS lookup which decreases the efficiency of this approach. ChunMing et al in [36] were successful in reverse engineering the Skype protocol to identify the
steps that a Skype client goes through during start up and during call placement. A number of
different researches [50-54] aim to identify Skype traffic using machine learning algorithms, DPI
approaches, and host behavior approaches. All the proposed techniques for identifying Skype
traffic are based on the older versions of Skype (2004-2009) whereas the newer versions are
somewhat similar but do not operate in the same manner. The proposed approaches in [50-55]
may fail in identifying the new Skype clients as they do not share the same connection patterns
as the older clients. In all the proposed Skype identification schemes, the authors state that the
update check for any Skype client takes place using a TCP connection and a random port.
However, in the newer versions of Skype (5.x.x) the update check takes place via a UDP
connection using the predefined Skype port.

2 .4 P2P Applications

This section introduces both BitTorrent and Skype applications, describing the basic concepts
behind their technologies and focusing on their operational behaviors inside a network.
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P2P applications have emerged as a dominant portion of today's internet traffic as they provide
a wide spectrum of services such as file sharing, video streaming, and creating media hubs. The
focus of this thesis is on two of the most important P2P applications. BitTorrent is considered as
the most popular P2P file sharing service according to various articles and studies [25-26] as it
allows clients to download a file simultaneously from different peers to achieve faster file
transfers and it distributes the workload of sharing the file amongst different peers. According
to a study conducted in 2011 [27], Skype is by far the most popular VoIP application used by
over 350 million users all around the globe, providing free subscription access to voice and
video calls.

2. 4.1 BitTorrent
BitTorrent [33] is a set of protocols and services that are used mainly for massive file sharing
among peers in a P2P network. Instead of downloading a file from a single server in the clientserver model, it enables the user to directly download from the peers connected in the network
that have the desired file. BitTorrent uses the concept of "tit fo r tat", where a peer
downloading a file must share in uploading it, to satisfy the objective of P2P networks of
pooling resources. If a host desires to download a file, a BitTorrent client must be running on
the host machine. The client first downloads a tracker file which contains information regarding
the nodes that have the desired file such as their IPs and ports. All the nodes that have a certain
file or parts of it form a group called a "swarm" as illustrated in Figure 3, where a peer is
downloading different parts of a file from multiple peers. The BitTorrent client communicates
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with the tracker, which helps the BitTorrent client to download the parts of the desired file
from other nodes in the swarm.

Figure 3 A Single Peer (Center) Downloading from a Swarm of Peers (Edges) in BitTorrent

BitTorrent runs above the two major known internet protocols; the Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) and the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). After an extensive study of different
BitTorrent clients it was found that most of them use UDP for both requests and pinging other
peers, while TCP is used fo r data transfers. However, some clients such as uTorrent [34] use
UDP fo r all communications between peers. This is due to the fact that uTorrent uses a UDP
based micro transport protocol "uTorrent Transfer Protocol" or uTP. It was created to not
meddle with open internet connection and to fully utilize the available bandwidth at the same
time.

2 .4 .1 .1 BitTorrent Peer Location

To locate a peer, tw o alternative sets of mechanisms are available: tracker based vs. DHT
(Distributed Hashing Table) based. In a tracker-based system, the client contacts a centrally
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maintained tracker fo r information regarding the peers that have the desired file such as their
IPs and ports. If a peer desires to download from another peer in a swarm, it contacts the peer
using signalling mechanisms either in UDP or TCP.

For a DHT based system, the clients do not rely on the tracker to locate the peers within the
swarm, as it implements a different technique. BitTorrent clients use DHTs for saving the
contact information of different peers in order to download files w ithout the assistance of a
tracker. When DHT is enabled in a BitTorrent client, it connects to an initial bootstrap node to
enter the DHT swarm. The bootstrap node provides the BitTorrent client with a set of initial
peers to populate the DHT. Afterwards, the BitTorrent client queries those initial peers using
UDP in order to find other peers that have the desired file. If a peer having the desired file is
located, the BitTorrent client connects to the peer using TCP. Figure 4 and Figure 5 illustrate the
connection pattern of BitTorrent clients for both tracker and DHT mechanisms.
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Figure 5 A Host Connecting to a Peer via DHT

Figure 4 Peer Obtaining List of Peers from Tracker
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2.4.2 Skype VOIP

Skype [12] is a VoIP application that utilizes different P2P elements, which enables users to
perform voice and video calls between different clients running the Skype software. Its
simplicity, user-friendliness, and the ability to send and receive voice and video calls among
users without any subscription fees are the main reasons behind the popularity of the
application. Skype offers voice and video calls with high quality when compared to the other
clients such as MSN and Google Talk, providing a superior service. Another advantage that
Skype has over the conventional VoIP applications is its ability to operate and function behind
firewalls or NATs without setting any preferences or application privileges.
Skype implements a hybrid P2P approach where a centralized server exists, but not to manage
the connection between the peers, but rather to validate the user's different stats such as the
username and password. The connection between the clients in Skype takes place by using the
P2P architecture and super nodes.

2.4.2.1 Start up and Login Authentication
On the start up of a Skype client, it sends out a burst of UDP packets to different super nodes
until a super node replies. This process is carried out using the predefined UDP port set in the
Skype client's options where the source port number must be greater than 1024. On the other
hand, when a reverse DNS lookup is performed on the destination IP, the address resolves to a
Skype server since these super nodes are maintained by Skype. In addition, the destination port
is equal to 33033, which is an ephemeral port that is widely used by Skype super nodes. A list of
all available super nodes is stored in the host's cache, which can be found in the folder where
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the Skype client is installed according to the Skype operating characteristics described in [36].
On the start up of any Skype client, it must connect to one of the super nodes stored in the
client's cache. If the client cannot connect in the first attempt, it tries to connect to the other
super nodes in the cache. If the client cannot connect to any o f the super nodes, the login
phase fails, prompting an error that Skype is unable to contact the server. After a Skype client is
successfully connected to a super node, the client must register with the centralized Skype
authentication server to ensure a successful connection. The Skype authentication server
contains a database of all the registered Skype users and their passwords and performs the
authentication process in order to validate the credentials of the user.

Shortly after, the Skype client sends a request to the Skype server to determine if there is a new
version of Skype and check for available updates. This request is carried over a UDP connection
using the predefined Skype port on the client's side. The reverse DNS lookup o f the destination
IP resolves to a Skype server and the destination port is 80 or 443. Figure 6 represents the
Skype startup and authenitcation process carried out by a Skype client.
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Figure 6 Connection Pattern of Skype on Start up

The connection architecture of a Skype client is illustrated in Figure 7, in which a Skype client
must connect to one of the super nodes, whose IP addresses are stored in the host's cache.
After the connection to a super node has been established, the Skype client must authenticate
itself to the Skype authentication server to match the client's credentials, such as the
username, password and available Skype credit. The process of authenticating any Skype client
takes place between the Skype authentication server and the super node which the Skype client
is connected to as displayed in Figure 7. The connection between the super nodes and the
Skype clients represents the P2P architecture of Skype. On the other hand, the client-server
segment of Skype is represented by the authentication servers that exist in the Skype
architecture.
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2.4.2.2 Initiating a Cali and Connection
After the Skype client has gone through the initialization processes of connecting to a super
node, authenticating the user credentials with the authentication server, and checking for the
latest version, the Skype client is now connected to the network and ready for call placement.

During a Skype call, the Skype client utilizes both TCP and UDP connections. Normally TCP is
used fo r exchanging messages and signalling between the connected clients and UDP is used for
transporting the payload of the voice or video call. Moreover, TCP can be used as a payload
transfer protocol if UDP is unavailable due to NAT port restrictions. However, if UDP is
available, it will prefer it as its transport layer protocol.

If both the clients are on hosts with public IP addresses, they establish a direct TCP connection
between them for sending signalling information. Additionally, a UDP connection is established
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using both of their Skype predefined port numbers to exchange voice and video packets among
them.

If one of the Skype clients is behind a firewall or a restricted NAT, there cannot be any direct
communication between the Skype clients to carry out the calling procedure. In this case, the
Skype client initiating the call sends out UDP requests to neighboring Skype super nodes to act
as a relay between both ends. The Skype clients will establish a TCP connection to the super
node for message exchanging and signalling, as well as a UDP connection to the super node for
the exchange o f voice and video packets. The super node forwards the incoming data from both
ends of the Skype call to the corresponding end, bridging the connection between both clients.

If both clients are behind a NAT, a similar process of locating a super node to relay the data
between them occurs. However, the media transfer takes place via a TCP connection instead of
UDP in this case.

Table 2 represents a set of Skype call flows where the receiving end is using a private IP address
and a super node is needed for relaying the communication between them.

Table 1 Communication Flows between 2 Skype clients

IP Protocol /

Source Addres Destination Address Source Port Destination Port Packets Count Total Packets Size Data Sped

TCP

134117,61.46 213146189238

44585

14438

8

608

TCP

213146189238 134117.61.46

14438

44585

8

499

UDP
UDP

134117,61.46 213146189238

16700

14438

1,969

228,758

55 KB/Sec

213146189238 134117,61,46

14438

16700

1,685

224,347

4,2 KB/Sec
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In Table 2, both TCP and UDP connections are used, where the UDP link carried the media data
between them and the TCP connection is kept alive during the session for the exchanging of
messages between both ends of the call. Based on the data recorded for a 2-minute voice call
between two Skype clients in Table 1, the data speed between them for the UDP connection
carrying the audio and video payload is around 5.9 Kbps. This satisfies the Skype official claim
that any voice or video call consumes roughly 3-16 Kbps, as stated in [36] where the Skype call
parameters are discussed.

2.5 Netflow and General P2P features

In this section, we present as set of features and characteristics which are unique for P2P
applications. First, we present an introduction to Netflow showing how its functionality and the
information it can provide. Furthermore, we demonstrate the selected features for P2P
identification. These general P2P features are combined with other host behavior patterns of
P2P applications to build the proposed classification model.

In the field of traffic classification, the challenge lies in finding a set of indentifying features and
characteristics that distinguish each class to achieve a high rate of accuracy and successfully
label each unknown item to a specific class. Before selecting these features, certain criteria
must be established to judge these features to determine whether they will prove to be
valuable signs or predictors in the classification process or not.

Many parameters have been proposed to uniquely identify P2P activity within a network such
as first n packet sizes [31] [43], the inter arrival time between packets [50] and other features.
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Some of these features are impractical for application since flow collectors such as Netflow do
not support such statistics. This proves the infeasibility of using these specific traits for service
providers and enterprise IT networks, who rely on Netflow traces and flow information for
traffic classification.

2.5.1 Netflow
Netflow [37] is a network protocol developed by Cisco Systems that provides network
administrators with access to IP flow information. Netflow has become the industry standard
for network traffic monitoring and is a widely used measurement solution. Different network
elements (e.g. routers and switches) collect traffic statistics and are later saved to Netflow
records. The gathered IP flow information is critical fo r network analysts in determining the
utilization of network resources and identifying network anomalies.

According to Cisco's definition [37], a flow is a unidirectional sequence of packets that share the
following 7 key parameters: (a) Source IP address, (b) Destination IP address, (c) Source port
number, (d) Destination port number, (e) Layer 3 protocol type,(f) Ingress interface,(g) IP type
of service.

Routers and switches that support Netflow monitor the incoming and outgoing packets at a
certain location in the network. Afterwards, the packets are exported in the form o f flows to
the Netflow collector. A flow is exported to the Netflow collector, (I) if the flow is idle where no
new packets are received during a certain time frame, (II) if the exporter has detected a TCP
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flag indicating that the flow has been terminated (i.e. FIN, RST flag) and, (III) if the flow is active
fo r a period of time exceeding the active tim eout period.

The collection process can be accomplished by using stand alone Netflow probes instead of
routers and switches. The Netflow probes are deployed at a designated location in the network
and do not interfere with the packets passing through the link. The Netflow architecture using
Netflow probes is displayed in Figure 8.

Figure 8 Netflow architecture using Netflow Probes

Each packet that is forwarded within a router or switch is inspected for the 7 key parameters
mentioned earlier to determine if the packet is unique or similar to other received packets. All
the packets that share the 7 key parameters are grouped together in the same flow and are
stored in the cache within the Netflow collector.
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According to different articles and studies [38-39], Netflow has become the standardized tool
when it comes to network traffic monitoring. Besides traffic collection, Netflow offers a variety
of tools that can be used for network troubleshooting, resource management, and network
security.

Recently the research community has shifted in the direction of identifying different types of
internet traffic using Netflow traces [32] [44] [48] as flow information is widespread and can be
easily collected from routers and switches. Netflow provides detailed flow level information of
the ongoing traffic w ithout inspecting the payload of the packets flowing through the network.
In addition, Netflow information is not affected by the presence of encrypted payloads, since
the IP flow information is extracted from the packet's header not the encrypted payload, which
makes Netflow traces obtainable even under the circumstances where the payload is absent or
encrypted. According to Cisco [37], exported Netflow records can provide information
regarding 104 different flow features. Some of the important features provide by Netflow are
the source and destination IP/Port. The IPs/Ports can be utilized in identifying the host
machines within a network through IP addresses, and the type of applications based on the
port numbers. Furthermore, it can provide various statistics regarding the flows such as byte
count, packet count, and duration. These statistics can be used to differentiate between flows
associated with high bandwidth consumption and other flows. In addition to the 104 flow
features provided by Netflow, there are 22 other fields in Netflow records that are reserved for
future use by Cisco [37].
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The output of a Netflow collector is a data set that contains a collection IP flows. The IETF
{Internet Engineering Task Force) sought out to create a universal protocol for IP flow
information and introduced the IPFIX [75] protocol. The IPFIX [75] protocol is an IETF standard
for the export and collection of flow information and defines how it should be formatted. The
IETF have considered different implementations of IP flow collecting technologies and elected
to use Netflow v9 as a basis fo r creating the IPFIX [75] protocol.

2. 5.2 Features for Classifying P2P Activities
A longitudinal study was conducted using different network monitoring tools such as Wireshark
[61] and NTOP [60] in order to select flow features that can be utilized to successfully identify
P2P traffic. Throughout the testing phase, a number of P2P features were accounted for.
However, not all of them could be used for classification since some of them are common with
other non P2P applications.

The following section reviews some o f the features and attributes that are used for classifying
P2P activities in traffic traces.

2.5.2.1 Port Numbers
In most P2P application, a dynamic port hopping algorithm is applied where both the source
and destination operate on ports with numbers greater than 1024.

The initial 1024 ports are reserved for default applications and protocols that use these ports
when communicating within a network. These ports are called the "well known ports" as
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operating systems and important network procedures use these ports for many important
processes.

Current P2P researches [40-46] state that the majority of P2P applications utilize a number of
different ports when they are operational and most of these ports fall outside the range of the
well known ports. In [40-46], the authors state that in order for a flow to be classified as a P2P
related flow, both source and destination ports must be greater than 1024.

Table 2 represents the percentage of P2P flows in 5 different data sets where both their
destination and source port are greater than 1024.

Table 2 Percentage of P2P Flows using ports > 1024

Percentage of flows where both source and
destination port > 1024
97.8%
99.1%
98.3%
98.6%

Datasets of 1000 Peer to Peer Records
Dataset 129* October 2011
Dataset 2 5 * November 2011
Dataset 3 23* November 2011
Dataset 316* January 2012

These statistics were obtained by generating traffic in a controlled environment using different
types of P2P applications such as Vuze [62], Bitcomet [63], DC++ [64] and Skype [35]. The
results were validated by obtaining a list of connected peers from the P2P file sharing
applications, and in the case of Skype, the traffic was generated in an isolated environment
where no other applications connected to the internet.

From the previous results, it can be concluded that a vast majority of P2P applications operate
on ports that are greater than 1024. This behavior can serve as a primary indicator for
classifying P2P traffic.
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2.5.2.2 TCP Push Flag

In a TCP packet there are two important segments: (a) the data section containing the payload
of the packet, and (b) the header segment which contains different information regarding the
source and destination of the packet and other details describing its nature. Within the TCP
header segment, there is a field responsible for the TCP flags, which are a group o f different
bits. Each bit indicates a state of connection or how the receiver should handle the incoming
packet. The three well known TCP flags are the SYN, ACK and FIN flags, which can be observed
in any successfully established TCP connection since they are essential for the 3 way handshake
implemented in TCP.

Another important flag is the PUSH flag. When a certain host sends a stream of packets to
another client, the data is temporarily stored within the TCP queuing buffer. When the data
inside the TCP buffer reaches a certain limit, the stream of data is pushed to the receiving side.
On the other hand, when the receiving end receives any TCP packets, they are automatically
stored in the incoming TCP buffer before the data is sent to the application layer. Once a
segment that has the TCP push flag bit set to 1 arrives in the buffer, the cluster of packets
within the TCP buffer is pushed to the corresponding application that the packets are meant to
reach. Examples of the usage of the TCP flag can be seen in streaming video clips online where
the data needs to be quickly processed to avoid any play back interruptions and maintain a
smooth stream. The purpose of the TCP push flag is to efficiently save time by combining
related segments together and processing them simultaneously, instead of individually handling
each packet.
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The importance of the TCP push flag and its relationship with P2P activity is discussed by M.P.
Collins et al in [47], as in downloads, file transfers, VoIP and video conferencing applications,
the stream of data sent from the host is large and on the receiving side the TCP buffer has a
certain limit o f packets it can hold. Thus, it is essential to frequently push the data to the
specified application to empty the TCP buffer and guarantee the seamless flow of the packets
to the application. Due to the nature of the TCP push, it is present in all the online applications
listed above and can be used as a discriminating feature for P2P applications that have a large
stream of data.

2.5.2.3 Incoming and Outgoing Flows
While a P2P application is active, the machine on which the application is running on sends out
a large amount of UDP requests to neighboring nodes or peers, in order to establish
connections between them. Although there is no exact prediction for the number of outgoing
UDP probing requests that the application will transmit, the number is usually high as there is
no guarantee that all the probed peers will reply. This technique is used as a safety measure to
ensure that the host will connect to a number of peers, by sending out a large quantity of
requests.

Usually in BitTorrent clients, the number of UDP probing requests is higher when compared to
any other P2P application. This can be explained by the nature of BitTorrent applications where
the downloading process is performed by acquiring different chunks and pieces of the desired
file from various peers. Thus, it is necessary to be able to establish multiple simultaneous
connections with other nodes to maintain the flow of data.
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Figure 9 is a time chart of a captured session for 1 hour, showing the number of outgoing flows,
where the host was performing different types of BitTorrent client downloading.
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Figure 9 Number of Outgoing Flows vs. Time

As presented in the histogram, the number of outgoing flows starts at a relatively low rate for
the first few minutes. However, starting from minute 10 to 13, a huge spike occurs in the
number of outgoing flows, indicating the high probability of P2P application usage where the
number of outgoing UDP requests tends to be high during the lifetime of the application.

Figure 10 represents the number of flows incoming to the same host fo r the same data set.
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Figure 10 Number of Incoming Flows vs. Time

By observing both histograms, the number of incoming flows is relatively less in comparison
with the outgoing flows. By observing the peak points in both histograms, a difference of
roughly 1000 flows can be noticed. From this behavior, it can be deduced that P2P applications
have a high rate of failed connections, where the client will send out a large number of requests
but connects to a small number of peers when compared to the number o f sent requests. This
feature is used as an essential identifying attribute in the P2P classification mechanism
suggested in [48] by LiJuan et al where a host is identified as a P2P participant if the number of
outgoing flows divided by the number of incoming flows exceeds a certain threshold.

2.5.2.4

M axim um Transmission Unit (MTU)

Maximum Transmission Unit or the MTU of a certain protocol is the absolute lim it of the size of
the protocol data unit that can be sent from a source to a destination.
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The MTU represents the maximum size of the packet that can be transferred over a selected
medium without fragmentation or dividing the packet into multiple segments. Applications and
services that require a large amount of bandwidth usually have packets that have relatively
large sizes. Usually these services generate packets with massive payloads and consume a great
deal of bandwidth.

This is due to that these packets are associated with massive payloads and contain more data
and information. These large sized packets are produced by bandwidth consuming services such
as downloading files, video streaming, P2P file sharing and online gaming. Since these
applications and programs require a very high transmission capacity, network administrators
and analysts pay attention to them and are highly interested in flows and traces that contain
very large sized packets.

The MTU for TCP and UDP packets running on Ethernet is approximately 1500 bytes. The
previously stated applications and services utilize the maximum available bytes in order to
transmit their packets which contain large payloads. Ideally these applications should utilize the
available MTU, but normally the maximum size that is used for data transfers is from 1300-1400
bytes since it depends on the size of information in the packet's header.

Table 3 represents the percentage of packets that have a size greater than 1300 bytes that
were found in network flows. The flows were obtained in a controlled testing environment by
generating internet traffic in order to validate the previous assumption. All traces and results
were gathered from flows that were longer than two minutes in duration and with a size
greater than 5 MBs.
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Table 3 Percentage of Large Sized Packets in Different P2P Applications

Percentage of Packet* with Six* > 1300

Application or Sarvlce
Youtube Video

•M.3X

uTorrent (P2P file sharing)

97.6X

HTTP File Download

97.2%

World of Warcraft (Online Gaming)

87.4X

The results in Table 3 indicate that all applications that require high bandwidth generally have a
high percentage of packets that have a size greater than 1300 bytes due to the fact that most of
the transmitted packets within those flows carry a substantial amount o f data in their payloads.
This behavior is typical for those types of online applications as they need to utilize the largest
possible packet size to transmit their data. The MTU and packet sizes are used as key features
fo r the proposed classification scheme serving as a threshold for identifying and separating the
flows that are required to classify and small sized flows which are not of that much significance
in the research as they do not consume as much bandwidth as the other flows.
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Chapter 3 Classification Heuristics and Proposed Scheme
In this chapter, the process of identifying potential BitTorrent and Skype hosts in Netflow traces
is introduced. A heuristic based approach has been selected due to its high accuracy for
identifying different types of internet traffic as displayed in the literature survey section in
Chapter 2. Heuristic based approaches give definite results and accurate classification, provided
that the heuristics are based on unique connection patterns and sophisticated application
specific features. On the other hand, theoretical based approaches such as machine learning do
not produce definite results, since algorithms are used for classification which is not reliable if
the features of the applications overlap and give inaccurate results when the characteristics are
similar.

The classification procedure is a heuristic based method which is carried out using a tw o phase
approach. The objective of the first phase is to identify the IP address and the UDP port of the
host suspected of BitTorrent or Skype activity. Network flows are examined using multiple
heuristics to determine the existence of BitTorrent or Skype activity. The IP address and UDP
port of BitTorrent and Skype clients are identified once their activities have been detected in
network flows.

The second phase is concerned with extracting all the flows associated with the detected
BitTorrent or Skype client. The IP address and the UDP port obtained from the first phase are
utilized in different queries in order to identify all the flows associated with the IP/Port tuple.
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First, the individual heuristics obtained from analyzing both BitTorrent and Skype applications
are displayed. Next, we present the classification scheme proposed to detect the flows that
utilize the IP address and UDP port of a potential BitTorrent or Skype participant, which
incorporates the individual heuristics and integrates them together to build the classification
model. Finally, we display the heuristics used for extracting all the associated flows, once the IP
address and the UDP port of a host suspected of BitTorrent or Skype activity has been
identified.

3.1 Detection of Potential BitTorrent or Skype Hosts

In this section, we introduce the heuristics used to determine if a flow containing a host's IP and
port are suspected of potential BitTorrent or Skype activity. The displayed heuristics are based
on the connection patterns observed by monitoring and analyzing BitTorrent and Skype
applications. One key constraint fo r our feature selection is that all our features must be
available through Netflow's IP flow information. Numerous vendors other than Cisco provide an
equivalent technology capable of exporting IP flow information such as Juniper's jFlow [73] and
sFlow[74]. The exported IP flow information from those other technologies is similar to Netflow
in terms of the statistics they can provide regarding IP flow information such as IPs, ports, byte
count and packet count. This proves the feasibility of applying the classification model on any
type of flow information regardless of the technology used to capture it. The following
parameters are used in the classification process: (a) IPs, (b) Ports, (c) Byte count, (d) Packet
count, (e) Duration. These parameters can be easily obtained from any type of IP flow
information.
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3.1.1 P2P Flow Identification

Since Skype and most BitTorrent clients nowadays use UDP fo r DHT probing, it is essential to
identify the UDP port associated with the BitTorrent client and the Skype client in order to
extract all the flows related to the P2P client. This is carried out by selecting all the outgoing
UDP flows from a host that utilize the same source port and has sent out more than a 100
requests to different destinations. The number 100 is chosen based on experimentations and
testing results displayed in Figure 11 and 12. The number of 100 outgoing requests utilizing the
same UDP port has been proven to be an empirical threshold that can distinguish between P2P
traffic and other types of internet traffic, as in both applications the host will periodically send
out UDP requests to announce its presence in the network.

Some viruses and malicious software tend to have a large number of outgoing requests.
However, several other application specific heuristics are introduced in this chapter to
distinguish between the mentioned P2P applications and viral behavior.

Figure 11 and Figure 12 represent the number of outgoing flows from both BitTorrent and
Skype applications on a machine for 10 different test cases where both applications are idle (no
downloading fo r BitTorrent and no calling for Skype) fo r duration of 10 minutes. This helps to
narrow down the ports that are suspected of P2P activity, where the host will rapidly send out a
burst o f UDP requests from the same source port. The result of this step returns a list of all the
ports that are suspected of P2P behavior. Afterwards, it is necessary to distinguish between
different P2P clients and applications, in our case BitTorrent applications and Skype clients.
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B itT o rre n t D H T U D P P ro b in g

Test Cases

Figure 11 BitTorrent UDP Probing Flows

Skype DHT UDP Probing

|*I

ill

Figure 12 Skype UDP Probing Flows

3.1.1.1 Distinguishing between BitTorrent and Skype Flows
The first metric that is used to differentiate between BitTorrent and Skype is the behavior of
the DHT UDP probing in both cases. After analysing the behavior of both clients the following
heuristic was obtained:
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The percentage o f DHT UDP probing flows th at have 1 packet and a size greater than 100 bytes
is significantly more than the ones having a size less than 100 bytes in BitTorrent DHT UDP
probing, while the opposite is true in the case o f Skype DHT UDP probing.

The threshold of 100 bytes was selected based on monitoring the DHT UDP probing flows
having 1 packet for duration of 12 hours and documenting the packet size distribution of Skype
and BitTorrent clients for three different test cases. Table 4 represents the distribution of the
packet sizes for the DHT UDP probing flows having 1 packet of Skype clients, while Table 5
represents the distribution of the packet sizes for the DHT UDP probing flows having 1 packet of
BitTorrent clients.

Table 4 Packet Size Distribution for DHT UDP Probing Flows having 1 Packet of Skype

Skype DHT UDP Packet Size Distribution

Data Set 3

Data Set 2

Data Set 1

Packet
Lengths

Packet
Count

Distribution
Percentage

Threshold

Packet
Count

Distribution
Percentage

Threshold

Packet
Count

Distribution
Percentage

Threshold

0-50
50-75

998
2089

19%
42%

71%

657
1869

14%
43%

73%

261
1103

9%
38%

69%

75-100
100-125

545

10%

408

9%

724
621

16%
11%

638
352

22%
12%

150-200
200-400

590
363

12%
8%

326
458

9%

445
105

16%
3%

29%

7%

43

27%

31%

Table 5 Packet Size Distribution for DHT UDP Probing Flows having 1 Packet of BitTorrent

BitTorrent DHT UDP Packet Size Distribution

Distribution
Percentage

Threshold

15%

5982
6534

2%
5%
8%
23%
25%

10053

38%

Distribution
Percentage

Threshold

Lengths

Packet
Count

0-50
50-75
75-100
100-125
150-200
200-400

548
1921
1097
7684
9879
6311

2%
7%
4%

13%

496
1354
1418

28%
36%

87%

Packet

Data Set 3

Data Set 2

Data Set 1

Packet
Count

23%

85%

Packet

Distribution

Count

Percentage

527
1854
1336
6314
7859

1%
6%
5%
22%
31%

9873

35%

Threshold

12%

88%

The following queries are used to obtain the percentage of UDP probing flows that have 1
packet and size greater than 100 and less than 100.

Select

C0UNT(*)

from

flows where

IPV4_SRC_ADDR='Host Machine'

AND

L4_SRC_P0RT=’BT_P0RTS' AND PROTOCOL=17 AND IN_PKTS=1 AND IN_BYTES <100

Select

C0UNT(*)

from

flows where

IPV4_SRC_ADDR='Host Machine'

AND

L4_SRC_PORT=’SKYPE_PORTS’ AND PROTOCOL=17 AND 1N_PKTS=1 AND IN.BYTES >100

From the results in Table 4 , the distribution of the DHT UDP probing flows having 1 packet for
Skype are heavily concentrated within the 0-100 bytes range where they represent 71%, 73%
and 69% of the total distribution for each testing case respectively. From the results in Table 5,
the distribution of the DHT UDP probing flows for BitTorrent is focused in the 100-400 bytes
range, representing

87%, 85%, and 88% of the total distribution fo r each testing case

respectively. From the results displayed in Table 4 and Table 5, it can be concluded that the
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majority of DHT UDP probing flows having 1 packet in BitTorrent clients falls in the 100-400
bytes range. On the other hand, the majority of DHT UDP probing flows having 1 packet in
Skype clients falls in the 0-100 bytes range.

The difference in the packet size distribution in each testing case is a result of different factors,
such as the number of contacted peers via DHT UDP probing, the available bandwidth during
the testing duration, and if the applications were idle or active; whether the host was engaged
in an active download or not in case of BitTorrent clients, and if any calls were conducted or not
in case of Skype clients.

According to the BitTorrent DHT protocol [49], the most frequently used queries are 'ping' and
'find node' due to the nature of BitTorrent clients since they periodically send out bursts of
requests in order to connect to different peers. Both of these queries have a size greater than
100 bytes according to [49]. In Skype the most frequently used UDP requests are for pinging
and probing other peers. The sizes of these queries are between 18 to 120 bytes according to
[36]. Other large sized UDP requests are used during call establishment, call teardown, user
searching and update checks, which do not occur as frequently as peer probing and pinging.

Since the distribution percentages of both applications do not overlap in the 0-100 bytes range
and the 100-400 bytes range and are easily separated from the results in Table 4 and Table 5,
the difference between them can be exploited and the packet size distribution can be utilized
as a primary indicator to distinguish between the DHT UDP probing for BitTorrent and Skype.

From the previous results, Skype clients and BitTorrent clients can be identified by monitoring
the DHT UDP probing flows having 1 packet in both cases. In addition, the mentioned heuristic
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summarized in Figure 13 can be applied to determine which range does the DHT UDP probing
distribution fall in, and label that UDP port as a potential P2P suspect.

For each IP in collected trace:
UDP_PORT_LIST * list of UDP port* where # of outgoing flow* to distinct IPdfPd > 100 flow*

L For each Px in UDP_PORT_UST

LEGEND
IPd; Destination IP

Percentage BT * Percentage of UDP flows with fP/Px, Packets »1, Bytes >100

C

Pd: D estination Port

Percentage SK ■ Percentage of UDP flows with IP/Px, Packets = 1, Bytes <100

[

If BT within Torrent Range -> Potential BitTorrent Port
If SK wihttn Skype Range -> Potential Skype Port

Figure 13 Probing Heuristic Summary

3.1.2 Identifying BitTorrent Flows Contacting Trackers
In order to download a file using BitTorrent, the BitTorrent client contacts all the trackers within
the .torrent file using a UDP/destination port 8 0 connection. The request is carried out using the
IP address o f the machine running the BitTorrent client and the UDP listening port predefined in
the BitTorrent client's settings.

Whenever a BitTorrent client initiates a download process, it acquires the list o f peers that are
participating in the swarm which have the desired file as illustrated in Figure 4, Chapter 2. The
BitTorrent client will use the source port that is predefined in the client's options to
communicate with the tracker during the initialization process. The port used to contact the
tracker is the same port used by the BitTorrent client for DHT UDP probing.

The flows where the BitTorrent client contacts the tracker can be found by scanning all the
flows that utilize the BitTorrent suspected ports and are requests to port 80 via UDP. Once a list
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of all the IPs is obtained, a reverse DNS look up can be performed on the IPs. It can then be
observed that almost all of them contain a keyword indicating torrent activity, for example
"torrent, tracker, demonoid, etc.

NOTE: This may not apply to all torrents as some trackers do not contain these keywords and
remain ambiguous via a reverse DNS look up. Nonetheless, this is an important feature as this
process happens before the downloading occurs. Thus, the timestamp of the UDP port 80
request can be checked and validate whether it occurs before the connection to peers or not.
The DNS lookup is only used for validation as it is not critical for the classification procedure.
The presence of a UDP flow outgoing from the suspected BitTorrent port to a destination port
equal to 80 is sufficient since most applications that utilize port 80 operate on TCP rather than
UDP.

Table 6 shows the list of domains when the reverse DNS lookup was performed on one of the IP
addresses that the BitTorrent client contacted via UDP and port 80. Based on the results of the
DNS lookup, 17 out of 23 domain names contain tracker keywords, which indicate potential
BitTorrent activity.
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Table 6 Table Displaying the Result of a DNS lookup of one of the Tracker IPs

Domains
Showing 23 out of 23 total domains
tracker.DuDlicbits.com

t3.pow7.com

Pow7.com
tracker d o w 7 com

tracker.iamendo.com

tr3ckef.lrc.su

tvlracker.proto

tracker.pra.to

tracker.Dublicbtora

tratteuaiMcacMa

tpb.lracker.DfQ.to

tracker csre com

tracker iiibr.oro
tracker.loken.ro

tr3ckerl.publicDt.com

secure.Pow7.com

ipy4.tracker.harTV.lu

tracker, biaanode

10rarbo.com

dances with wolves tracker.pro to

atotasiacmia

3.1.3 Identifying Skype Flows Contacting the Skype Server

In the initialization process o f a Skype, a Skype client (version 5 or higher) contacts a Skype super
node via a UDP connection where the source port is the Skype assigned port and the destination
port is 33033, and shortly after a UDP request is sent from the Skype client via the predefined
Skype port to an IP address with a port number equal to 8 0 or 443.

During the start up of Skype, the client sends 2 requests via UDP. The purposes of these
requests are to connect to a Skype super node during the initialization process and to contact
the Skype server to check for the latest version of Skype. These requests are described in [56]
by Adami D. et al where both these requests take place during the start up phase of any Skype
client. Although in [36] Chun-Ming et al state that the checking for updates takes place via a
TCP connection using a random port number, it has been found that in the newer versions of
Skype (5.x.x) the update check takes place via a UDP connection using the predefined Skype
port as the connection pattern mentioned in [36] is for older Skype clients (2007).
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When a Skype client is launched, it initializes a connection to the IP of one of the super nodes
saved in the client's host cache, and a port number equal to 33033. The reverse DNS lookup of
the super node's IP returns a Skype domain as the super nodes responsible for connecting the
clients on start up are maintained by the Skype server. The start up connection pattern of Skype
clients can be used as an identifying feature to separate Skype activity from other P2P behavior
and is illustrated in Figure 6, Chapter 2. The second part regarding the checking for updates can
be observed by extracting the outgoing UDP flows that have the suspected machine's IP and
Skype port and are contacting an IP with either port 80 or 443.

A list of the ports suspected of P2P activity is obtained by using the probing heuristic mentioned
earlier. The UDP flow with the earliest time stamp outgoing from the suspected port is checked
to determine if the flow is a request to an IP with the mentioned Skype port (33033).
Afterwards, if there is a UDP flow outgoing from the suspected port to a destination port equal
to 80 or 433, then the suspected port is labelled as a Skype port and any related flows are Skype
flows.

The following query is used to extract all IPs within the network that contacted a Skype super
node, hence having a Skype client up and running on their machine.

SELECT

IPV4_SRC_ADDR,

IPV4_DST_ADDR,

FIRST_SWITCHED

from

flows

where

L4_SRC_PORT> 1024 and L4_DST_PORT=33033 and PROTOCOL=17

After obtaining the list of IPs suspected of contacting a Skype super node with a destination
port equal to 33033, the following query can be used to determine whether the suspected host
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has an outgoing UDP flow to a destination with port 80 or 443, which is the update check
process of any Skype client's start up phase.

SELECT IPV4_DST_ADDR from

flows where

IPV4_SRC_ADDR=’Host

Machine’ AND

(L4_DST_PORT=80 and L4_DST_P0RT=443] and FIRST_SWITCHED>= UDP_FIRST_SWITCH
and PROTOCOL=17

For the results of both queries, a reverse DNS lookup fo r the destination IP can be performed to
gain further validation and confirm whether this IP is associated with any of the Skype servers
or not. However, the result of the reverse DNS lookup is not critical fo r the classification
process since the mentioned connection pattern is unique for Skype clients.

NOTE: This feature is only applicable to Skype clients version 5.x.x or higher, and the Netflow
collector must be up and running before the Skype client is launched on the user end to ensure
capturing the Skype client's start up connection pattern.

3.1.4 Identifying BitTorrent Heavy Hitting Flows

A set o f BitTorrent client flows will contain a t least one TCP 'heavy hitter' where the TCP push
fla g is enabled, the duration o f the flo w is greater than 5 seconds, the incoming bytes is greater
than 524288 bytes (0.5 MBs) and the average bytes per packet is greater than 800 bytes.

Since BitTorrent deals with online file transfers and downloading different chunks and pieces of
the desired file from various peers, it consumes an enormous amount of bandwidth during the
process. On the other hand, Skype does not require much bandwidth for singular voice or video
calls. Going back to the Skype characteristics described in [36], it is observed that a one hour
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voice and video call consumes around 50 MBs. After testing in a controlled environment, a
Skype video and voice call consumed 47.2 MBs which is roughly equal to the range stated by
Skype.

The term 'Heavy Hitter' according to A. Mahanti et al's definition in [57] is described as a flow
where the consumption of bandwidth is relatively high. Since downloads require frequent
packet processing as discussed in the previous chapter, the conditions for a flow to be
considered a heavy hitter varies from one application to another and are determined by various
features such as the presence o f the TCP push flag. In addition, the duration of the flow is
greater than 5 seconds, the number of incoming bytes is greater than 0.5 MB, and the average
packet size is greater than approximately half the value of the MTU of both TCP and UDP
(around 800 bytes per packet). The reason behind the last condition is due to the collectors
setting where a maximum interval is set for each flow. If the flow is divided into multiple flows,
the true value of the average packet size cannot be obtained. Another reason for reducing the
threshold is that the MTU for Ethernet is 1500 bytes. However, not all links have the same MTU
values as it depend on the physical media type and the MTU configuration which may be
tweaked to different values. If a packet comes across a link with a MTU value less than its size,
the packet is dropped and the sender is notified in order to reduce the packet size and
accommodate the MTU value of the link. Furthermore, most BitTorrent clients have shifted
towards implementing the uTP protocol. uTP offers a dynamic packet size shaper, where the
sizes of the packets are adjusted dynamically according to the status of the link. The initial size
of the packet is 1500 bytes. If the connection is slow or congested the packet size is reduced
until a suitable value is reached according to the uTP specification [59]. This technique is used
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in order to not clog up slow links and maintain a seamless flow of data even with a slow
connection. All of these factors can result in smaller packet sizes in BitTorrent file sharing,
leading to smaller bytes per packet value.

These thresholds were chosen according to the parameters set in [57].

To verify the validity of this heuristic, a P2P subset of the traffic data used in [24] by Moore et al
is obtained to check for the existence of heavy hitters in P2P flows. After processing the data
set, the total incoming bytes from all the P2P flows was 28825724 bytes. And by applying the
heavy hitter's extraction heuristic with the specified thresholds, the total incoming bytes from
the heavy hitters was 27833393 bytes which represents 96.5 % of the total P2P traffic. This
indicates the huge impact of heavy hitters to the contributed bytes when compared to other
non heavy hitting flows.

NOTE: The mentioned 'heavy hitter' features are only valid fo r the BitTorrent case, as these
features are different depending on the type of application or service.

3.2 Host IP and Port Identification and Summary

The obtained heuristics are in general enough to efficiently classify whether a host and port are
BitTorrent or Skype related. For example: for an unknown host, a list of suspected UDP ports is
obtained by selecting flows where the protocol is UDP and the source port has sent more than
100 requests to different destinations (probing heuristic) . Afterwards, all the probing flows
associated with each port are individually inspected and the percentage of 1 packet flows
having size greater than 100 bytes (probing heuristics) is determined. The percentage that lies
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in the BitTorrent range or the Skype range is calculated based on the test results displayed in
Table 4 and Table 5. Furthermore, the first UDP probing flow that occurred (time wise) is
inspected. If the destination IP resolves to a Skype server and the destination port is equal to
33033 (super node connection), and if the host has an outgoing UDP flow using the same port
to an IP with a destination port equal to 80 or 433 (update check) then the port is classified as a
Skype port. Otherwise, the BitTorrent heuristics are applied to determine whether the
associated flows contain heavy hitters and if the host has an outgoing UDP flow from the
suspected port to port 80 (communication with tracker).

Figure 14 represents a pseudo code of the proposed classification algorithm and Figure 14
displays a flowchart summarizing the proposed scheme where all the heuristics are combined
and integrated together.
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Li s t<IPs> IP L ist= Gather IPs o f Known Hosts in Network}
w h ile ( IP L is t not Empty)

{
L ist< P o rts> Suspected_ports=Get Suspected P2P P o rtsj
foreach (P o rt P in Suspected_ports)

{
Percentage Per =Get_Percentage(l_PKT_FLOWS* BYTES>100*P)}
i f ( P e r W ithin Skype_Range)

{
First_Flow =G et_First_Flow (Tim eJP );
Assco_Flows=Get_All_Flows(P)}
i f ( F irs t_ F lo w .O s tP o rt=33033)

{
if(A s sc o Flows.Contains(Flow(Udp,OstPort 80 |( 4 4 3 )))

{
P.Label="Skype P o rt"}

}

}

>

e ls e i f (P er W ithin T o rre n t Range)

{
First_Flow s=G et_First_10Flow s(Tim eJP )}
As s co_ Flo ws=Get _Al 1_F low s ( P) j
if(F irs t_ F lo w s .D s tP o rt= 8 0 | | Assco_Flow s.Contains(Heavy_Hitters))

{
P.Label="Torrent Port"}

}
>

e ls e

{
P.Labe1=”Other"}

}
}

}

Figure 14 Pseudo Code of Classification Scheme
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3 .3 Traffic Detection and Extraction Heuristics

In this section, we present the second phase of our classification scheme. First, we introduce
the heuristics necessary for extracting all the flows associated with both BitTorrent and Skype
clients. After the host's IP and port which are suspected of BitTorrent or Skype activity have
been identified using the proposed classification scheme summarized in Figure 14 and Figure
15, the following heuristics are applied in order to extract all the flows that are BitTorrent or
Skype related.

3.3.1 BitTorrent Traffic Heuristics and Extraction

BitTorrent traffic can be observed in three m ajor segments: (I) Traffic from peers contacted via
DHT, (II) UDP traffic from peers contacted via trackers, and (III) TCP traffic from peers contacted
via trackers.

In order to contact peers, a BitTorrent file sharing clients can use (I) trackers, (II) DHTs, or (III) a
combination of both mechanisms. According to a study conducted in [69] by Matteo et al, the
majority of BitTorrent client users (41%) rely solely on DHTs to connect to peers, while 34% of
BitTorrent client users rely on both trackers and DHTs to manage the file exchange between
peers . On the other hand, only 25% of BitTorrent client users rely only on trackers to contact
peers. The study by Matteo et al in [69] is based on the fact that recently law enforcement
agencies have been shutting down trackers due to the distribution of copyrighted material,
such as movies and music. As a result, BitTorrent clients have been forced to use DHTs in order
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to locate peers. Nonetheless, there still exits a few public trackers that have not been shutdown
that are still currently active and very popular among file sharers.

BitTorrent traffic can be classified according to the transport protocol utilized for data transfers.
BitTorrent clients that are based on the original BitTorrent protocol [33] developed by Bram
Cohen use TCP for data transfers and UDP for control and signalling. Nowadays, the majority of
BitTorrent clients have shifted towards replacing the original BitTorrent protocol with uTP [59].
uTP is based on the original BitTorrent protocol and was first introduced by uTorrent [34]. uTP
proved to be superior to the original protocol as it provides a vast array of options and
parameters that can be tweaked to accommodate the connection speed and the nature of the
network. uTP uses UDP for both the data transfers and messaging.

The following section describes each of the traffic categories and presents the necessary
queries to extract them.

3.3.1.1 Incoming Traffic via DHT Contacted Peers
Nowadays, BitTorrent clients have a built in DHT option that can be enabled or disabled
depending on the user's preference. DHTs offer the BitTorrent users the ability to function and
download w ithout the help of the tracker or a .torrent file where the client can scan and find
peers even if the tracker is down or dead as it helps maintain the swarm w ithout the need of a
tracker. DHT probing seeks and connects to other peers by using UDP probing to find the
available neighboring peers. If they are ready for connection, a TCP link is established between
them.
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The following query is used to select all peers that are connected to the host, where DHT was
used in order to connect to the peers rather than the traditional tracker method.

SELECT SUM(IN_BYTES) from flows where PROTOCOL=6 AND IPV4_DST_ADDR='Host
Machine' AND L4_DST_PORT>1024 AND IPV4_SRC_ADDR IN (SELECT IPV4_DST_ADDR
from

flows

where

PROTOCOL=17

AND

IPV4_SRC_ADDR=’Host

Machine

‘AND

(L4_SRC_PORT=’SPCTD_PORTS’) AND PROTOCOL=17) AND IN_BYTES>1500

The TCP flows incoming to the known host are selected where both the source and destination
ports are above 1024, the source IP has been contacted via UDP probing by the suspected
BitTorrent port, and the incoming bytes are greater than 1500 which is the MTU for TCP to
exclude TCP connections with a small bytes count that are not data transfers. The reason
behind the 1500 byte threshold is to distinguish between incomplete TCP flows that are very
small and do not utilize the MTU value (1500 bytes) and the data transfers that occur via TCP
that utilize the available MTU fo r packet transmission where the incoming bytes is greater than
1500 bytes. The method of extracting DHT connected peers is summarized in Figure 16.

For Each Flow, g e t: IPs/Ps & IPd/Pd
LEGEND

Flow is a DHT peer connection if:
- Protocol = TCP
- Ps a Pd > 1024
3 UDP Flow where IPs/BT Port <-» IPd/Pd

IPs: Source IP

BT Port: BitTorrent Port

Ps: Source Port

BPP: Average Bytes per Packet

IPd: Destination IP

3: There exists

Pd: Destination Port 3 : There does not exist

■ Bytes >1500

Figure 16 DHT Connected Peers Extraction
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Usually the traffic from peers connected via DHT is relatively low when downloading a file from
a popular tracker. If the file being downloaded is a popular file with multiple active trackers and
peers engaged in the swarm, the trackers will more likely be used. On the other hand, DHT is
mainly used as a fallback mechanism when the tracker is dead or not active.

3.3.1.2 Incoming Traffic from Peers via Trackers (UDP)
uTorrent [34] is by far the most popular and frequently used BitTorrent client based on
measuring statistics [58] from 2011. The reason behind that is its simplicity and speed. uTorrent
does not follow the standard protocols of BitTorrent file transactions as it utilizes the uTP
protocol which was introduced to not interfere with existing internet connections and take
advantage of the available bandwidth w ithout slowing down any established connections. uTP
uses UDP as its transfer protocol for exchanging data between peers, thus it is important to
capture traffic taking place via UDP. A large number of other BitTorrent clients have started
implementing the uTP protocol as it has been proven to be superior to older BitTorrent
protocols. In addition, some BitTorrent clients use both TCP and UDP as a transport layer.
Consequently, it is important to differentiate between DHT probing flows and data transfer
flows when it comes to UDP.

The following query is used to obtain all the BitTorrent flows that use UDP as a transport
protocol.

SELECT SUM(IN_BYTES) from flows where PR0T0C0L=17 AND IPV4_DST_ADDR='Host
Machine'

AND

14_DST_P0RT=’SPCTD_P0RTS'

L4_SRC_PORT>1024 AND IN_BYTES>1500
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AND

L4_DST_PORT>1024

AND

In this query, the UDP flows that are incoming to the known host are selected where the source
port is greater than 1024 and it is incoming to the suspected BitTorrent UDP ports identified
using the classification scheme displayed in Figure 15 and 16. In addition, a condition has been
added to only extract the flows with a byte count greater than 1500 bytes; which is the MTU for
UDP. The reason behind the last condition is to exclude the DHT UDP probing flows, which have
a small byte count when compared to the UDP flows where the bulk data transfer occurs.

The method of extracting tracker connected peers using UDP as a transport layer is summarized
in Figure 17.

For Each Flow, get: IPs/Ps & IPd/Pd
LEGEND

Flow Is a UDP tracker based peer connection If:
— Protocol—UDP
— Ps- BT Port
— Pd>1024

IP*: Source IP

BT Port: BitTorrent Port

Ps: Source Port

BPP: Average Bytes per Packet

IPd: D estination IP

3: There exists

Pd: Destination Port

3 : There does not exist

— Bytes>1500

Figure 177 UDP Tracker Peers Extraction

3.3.1.3 Incoming Traffic from Peers via Trackers (TCP)
As demonstrated, peers that were contacted via DHT can be easily extracted by scanning the
flows and searching if the TCP flow has a UDP similar counterpart. For the BitTorrent clients
that use UDP as a transfer protocol, they can be identified by obtaining all the UDP flows that
are associated with the suspected port. In both of these cases, all the associated flows for DHT
and UDP peers can be traced back since they utilize the BitTorrent UDP port. The problem lies
in extracting the TCP peers that were not contacted via DHT. These flows represent the peers
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that were contacted via the .torrent trackers and use TCP. It can be assumed that bi-directional
flows that have both source and destination ports greater than 1024 are BitTorrent related
activity. However, this will result in a high probability of misclassifying other flows as BitTorrent
traffic related. The main problem lies in deriving a general expression to extract all the TCP
tracker flows. If the host is running other applications that utilize random port numbers on both
ends, they should not be misclassified as BitTorrent participants.

To overcome this drawback, only the 'heavy hitters' from the tracker flows are selected by
excluding the insignificant small flows. The phenomenon of heavy hitting flows can be observed
whilst downloading a file, whether from a centralized server, or via different peers. High
bandwidth consuming flows exist that have unique characteristics where the bytes per packet,
total incoming bytes and duration are very high compared to other flows. The following query is
used to extract heavy hitting tracker flows using TCP.

SELECT SUM(IN_BYTES)

from

PROTOCOL=6

L4_SRC_PORT>1024

AND

flows

where

IPV4_DST_ADDR=’Host Machine’ AND
AND

L4_DST_PORT>1024

AND

(IPV4_SRC_ADDR,L4_SRC_PORT) NOT IN

(SELECT

IPV4_DST_ADDR,L4_DST_P0RT

from

flows

where

PROTOCOL=17

AND

IPV4_SRC_ADDR=’ Host Machine ’ AND L4_SRC_PORT = ’SPCTD_PORTS’)

AND IN_BYTES>500*1024 AND DURATIONS AND TCP_FLAGS>23 AND BPP>800

In these queries, the incoming flows to the suspected host are selected where the protocol is
TCP; to remove peers which use UDP as a transport protocol, and both the source and
destination ports are above 1024 and the destination IP/Port tuple was not contacted via UDP
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to exclude the peers contacted via DHT. The condition to only extract the heavy hitting
bandwidth consuming flows has been added in order to avoid misclassification and false
positives by restricting only flows which have duration greater than 5 seconds, with the
presence of the TCP push flag, and an average packet size greater than 800. These thresholds
are based on the 'heavy hitters' heuristic mentioned earlier, where the thresholds were
deduced according to the parameters set in [57] by A. Mahanti et al. The method of extracting
tracker connected peers using TCP is summarized in Figure 18.

For Ead>Flow,fetlPs/Ps*lPd/J>d

mm

j— Protocol: TCP
IPs: Source IP

— (HAM >1024

Ps: Source Port

— 3U0P flow wt*relPi/BTPort <-> IPd/M

IPd: Destination IP

BPP:Amage Bytes per Packet
JThereextsts

— PashFUpl ForTCP
Pd: Destination Port 3: There doesnot exist
— Flow h a'Hewy Hitter1Wtiere:
(Bytn>S2«2tS,Dur>tiw>SMK(mk>8PO>8(IOOytM]

V_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ /

Figure 18 TCP Tracker Peers Extraction

3.3.2 Skype Traffic Heuristics and Extraction
The following section introduces the heuristics used in order to extract all the Skype related
flows, after the host's IP and port which are suspected of Skype activity have been identified
using the proposed classification scheme displayed in Figure 14 and Figure 15.
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3.3.2.1 Extracting All Skype Flows

A Skype client does not initiate any TCP connection to any peer unless the Skype client and the
corresponding peer have a UDP connection between them. If the initialization is successful, a
TCP connection is established between them using the source IP and a random port on the client
side and the destination IP and port o f the peer, where the destination IP and port are the same
as the ones used in the UDP probing process.

Skype flows can always be traced back to the specific Skype client generating them since Skype
clients do not initiate any TCP connection to any peer unless the peer has been UDP probed by
the Skype client using the predefined Skype port as illustrated in Figure 19 and discussed in
Skype manual described in [36]. Once the Skype port is identified, all the associated Skype flows
can be extracted as every TCP Skype flow has a UDP counterpart using the predefined Skype
port.

Skype C lient B

Skype C lient A

IP /Skype P ort
(U D P )
IP fcPortb

IP ‘Sk ype P ort
(U D P )

TC P
XPbPortb

IP Random P ort

Figure 19 Skype Client Connecting to a Peer
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After the host and port suspected of Skype activity have been identified using the scheme
proposed in Figure 14 and Figure 15, it is essential to obtain all the flows related to the Skype
client, in order to distinguish between different types of Skype activity, such as idle behavior
and Skype calling. The following query can be used to obtain all the incoming flows that are
associated with the Skype client.

SELECT

*

from

flows

where

IPV4_DST_ADDR='Host

Machine'

AND

(IPV4_SRC_ADDR,L4_SRC_PORT) in (SELECT IPV4_DST_ADDR,L4_DST_P0RT from flows
where

IPV4_SRC_ADDR='Host

Machine'

AND

L4_SRC_PORT=Skype_Port

AND

PR0T0C0L=17)

In this query, all of the incoming flows to the identified host are selected, where the source
IP/Port have been contacted by the host via a UDP connection and are using the identified
Skype port to ensure capturing all of the flows that are associated with the Skype client.

A similar query is used to obtain the outgoing Skype flows by changing the destination to source
and vice versa.

SELECT

*

from

flows

where

IPV4_SRC_ADDR='Host

Machine'

AND

(IPV4_DST_ADDR,L4JDST_P0RT) in (SELECT IPV4_DST_ADDR,L4_DST_P0RT from flows
where

IPV4_SRC_ADDR="Host

Machine'

AND

L4_SRC_P0RT=

Skype.Port

AND

PROTOCOL=17)

In this query, all the outgoing flows from the Skype client are selected by obtaining the flows
where the source is the host running the Skype client and the destination IP/Port have been
contacted by the host via a UDP connection and the identified Skype port.
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By performing both of these queries, the flows that are associated with the Skype client are
obtained. The method of extracting all the Skype flows related to a Skype host is summarized in
Figure 20. The result of this query returns all the flows associated with the Skype client. These
flows may fall into one of tw o categories: (I) Skype messaging and control flows, or (II) Skype
call flows. The next section displays a method to differentiate between both types of Skype
flows.

For eocti Flow. get IP>/P* • IPd/Pd
IFGFND

Flow l« » skype te lrted Flow H:
IP i: Soore* IP

Protocol* TCP or UDP

P i: Source Port

— P*orPd*SICP_Poct

SKP.Port: Sky** Port
Th*rp n is tt

tPd, OostlrHrtSon IP
_

3 UDP How where IP«/SKP .Pert «• > IPd/Pd
Pd; D estin a tio n Poet

L - OP a UDP flow where IPtl/S*P_Port

IP t/P t

to p * Fkww to “ skype f low*"

_

>

Figure 180 Skype Flows Extraction

3.3.2.2 Distinguishing Between Skype Call Flows and Skype Control Flows

Skype call flows and Skype control flows can be separated by observing different flo w features
such as byte count, packet count, bytes per packet and duration. In Skype call flows, these
parameters are relatively higher when compared to Skype control flows due to the nature o f the
transferred audio and video packets in Skype call flows.

Since Skype clients strongly prefer UDP for voice and video connections, the focus is on
identifying different UDP call flows.
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Experimental analysis is conducted to determine thresholds and measurements to successfully
distinguish between Skype probing flows and Skype voice and video flows. The first important
feature was noticed in the total number of packets as it is essential for discriminating between
regular DHT UDP control flows and UDP voice or video flows. A test was conducted on 10 voice
and 10 video calls (10 minutes each) to determine the number of incoming packets. In the 10
test cases, the number of transferred packets were equal to or greater than 600 packets in a
time frame o f 30 seconds for all video and voice calls.

As mentioned on the Skype website [35], a normal voice or video call between tw o clients
consumes around 3-16 Kbps of bandwidth throughout the full lifetime of the call. However,
some call flows may have a less Kbps value as they Skype client may be connected to a slow
internet connection, hence the slow data transfer resulting in a low Kbps value. The last
distinguishing characteristic can be found in the bytes per packet value of Skype call flows. In
the 10 mentioned audio test cases, the value of the bytes per packet varied from 90 to 140
bytes in all the Skype call flows, depending on the connection between the tw o Skype clients.
On the other hand 10 test cases were conducted for video calls and the bytes per packet value
fo r all the Skype call flows were in the range of 170 to 300 bytes. The values of the bytes per
packet for both the voice and video test cases are displayed in Table 7 and the method of
extracting the Skype voice or video calls is displayed in Figure 21.
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Table 7 Average Byte per Packet for 10 Voice and Video Calls

BPP Video Calli 10 Cas«

BPP Voice Cilli 10 Can*

1

181.4

1

90.6

2 :

240.8

2

135.9

3

231.5

JL

115.4

i

4 |

274.5

4

106.5

S;

300.2

5

131.2

6 !

171.6

6

98.8

7 1

299.4
220.5

JL

120.4

8
9

i

190.2

10

280.3

11

239 04

W BPP

8

95.1

9

110.3

10
11

139.2
114.34

^

For each Flow in " Skype Flows"
Flow is a Skype Call if:

LEGEND

—

Protocol: UDP

—

PITTS >600

—

Duration > 30 seconds

—

3*1024>BPS>16*1024

BPP: Average Bytes per Packet

BPS: Bytes Per Second

PITTS: Packet Count

j-F o r Voice Call 90 >BPP> 140

L For Video Call 170 > BPP> 300
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Figure 21 Skype Voice and Video Call Extraction

By applying the heuristic summarized in Figure 19, a list of all Skype call flows is obtained. The
remaining flows that have not been labelled as Skype call flows are considered to be the Skype
control flows that are used for messaging and signalling between peers. In Skype control flows,
the value of the packet count, byte count, bytes per packet and duration are much less to those
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corresponding values in Skype call flows which can be separated by using the predefined
thresholds previously discussed.

3.4 Heuristics Organization, Order Impact & Contributions

As displayed in Figure 14, in order for a host and port to be classified as a Skype or BitTorrent
participant, the host must satisfy as set of different conditions and parameters in a certain
sequence. Individually, each heuristic is not sufficient to classify the required P2P traffic since
some of these features are common between P2P applications and other services. For example,
'heavy hitters' exist in any kind of online communication that requires a lot of bandwidth such
as video streaming, downloading, and online gaming. However, when the heavy hitter's
heuristic is applied after confirming that a host may be a suspected BitTorrent participant, we
can validate whether the host is running a BitTorrent client or not, as BitTorrent clients always
have heavy hitting flows associated with them.

Our classification model is constructed by integrating the general P2P features and the
application specific heuristics and organizing them in a sequential manner. If a host satisfies the
classification heuristics in a specific order, it is classified as a BitTorrent or a Skype participant.
The order in which the heuristics are applied is based on the sequence of the connection
patterns of both BitTorrent and Skype clients.

Some of the mentioned heuristics have a major impact on the classification output, as
BitTorrent clients have been shown to be one of the only applications that contact port 80 via
UDP and not a regular TCP HTTP request. On the other hand, Skype clients exhibit unique
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connection patterns when contacting a super node with a port number equal to 33033, and
then shortly after a UDP request is sent to the Skype server to check for updates via port
80/443.

It is observed that the behavior of a BitTorrent client communicating with a tracker, and the
connection pattern o f a Skype client contacting the Skype server are similar. In both cases the
client will send out a UDP request to a destination with port 80 or 443. Both behaviors can be
separated by, (I) checking if the suspected port has an outgoing UDP flow to port 33033; which
is unique for Skype super nodes connections or, (II) checking if the suspected port has 'heavy
hitting' associated flows; which occurs in BitTorrent clients and not in Skype clients.

Some of these heuristics can be considered as general features that most P2P applications have
in common. This includes excessive UDP probing where different P2P applications utilize this
technique and are not sufficient to be applied on their own fo r classification. These features
must be combined with stronger heuristics based on the connection patterns of both
applications to obtain solid results with higher accuracy. By combining general P2P features
with application specific heuristics, the accuracy is increased and the reliability of the
classification model is enhanced.
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Chapter 4 Testing and Experimentation
In this chapter, the results of applying the proposed classification scheme to a collection of
network traces are presented. The traces are obtained from different sources, where a large
number of hosts and applications were concurrently active to test the reliability of the
proposed approach.

First we display the accuracy, false positive values, false negative values and the results of
applying the proposed scheme to five different data sets where the targeted traffic to identify is
BitTorrent traffic. Afterwards, the results and the limitations are briefly discussed.

Next we present the accuracy, false positive values, false negative values and the results of
applying the proposed scheme to the same five data sets when the targeted traffic to identify is
Skype traffic. Afterwards, we demonstrate the results and the limitations of applying the
proposed scheme.

Finally we compare our approach with other existing approaches by applying them to the same
data sets. The results will show that our approach outperforms all other selected approaches.

4.1 Data Sets Description

In order to validate and measure the efficiency of the proposed approach, it must be applied to
real life examples to see how the classification apparatus will perform and to obtain concrete
results regarding the accuracy and the performance.
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Five data sets are used to test the accuracy of the obtained heuristics. First is a database
containing Netflow records (175,943 flows, 1.37 GBs) that were acquired for duration of
approximately one hour from 3 pm to 4 pm from an industrial office where multiple hosts were
using the internet performing their daily routines and a known host was performing various P2P
activities throughout the duration of the capturing; mostly BitTorrent downloading using 5
different BitTorrent file sharing clients which are: Bitcomet [63], Azureus[62], uTorrent [34],
uTorrent Portable [34], and BitTorrent [65]. In addition, a Skype call was conducted where 6
minutes was a voice call and 5 minutes was a video call.

The second data set was acquired from a computer in a lab in Carleton University (1900345
flows, 5.6 GBs), where a known host was connected to the campus network. The duration of
the session is 3 hours, captured from 11 am to 1 pm. Throughout the duration of the captured
session, a BitTorrent file sharing client, a p2p radio streaming application, and a Skype client
were active. In addition, a well known Trojan called 'SUS/UnkPacker' [73] was active but within
a sandbox application in order to

limit its threat within

a quarantined zone. The

SUS/UnkPacker's characteristics are similar to P2P applications where it sends out UDP requests
to the attacker using random port numbers. The information was captured using Wireshark and
flow information was created by exporting the packet information to flows. Wireshark has the
capability of aggregating the captured packets to produce flow information. The flow
information obtained from Wireshark is identical to Netflow in terms of the information it can
provide such as IPs, ports, byte count, packet count and protocol.
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The third data set was captured using Wireshark [61] from a host machine connected to the
Carleton University residential network (2398789 flows, 6.8 GBs). The duration of the session is
4 hours captured from 12pm to 4pm. Throughout the duration of the captured session a
BitTorrent file sharing client, and a Skype client were active. Additionally, 2 P2P T.V streaming
applications were active, which are Sopcast [70] and PPStream [72]. Flow information was
produced by converted the captured packets into flow data using Wireshark.

The fourth data set is an 8 hour long (16.3 GBs, 6587323 flows) session captured from from 10
am to 6 pm in the Systems & Computer Engineering Lab in Carleton University where multiple
users were connected to the network, generating different types of internet traffic and one
known machine was downloading files using tw o BitTorrent file sharing clients; uTorrent [34] &
Vuze [62]. Also a 45 minute Skype video call was conducted during the session. The session was
captured using NTOP [60]; an open source network probe. NTOP [60] is network traffic probe
that is capable of monitoring network usage. NTOP [60] works by putting the NIC of a host in
promiscuous mode in order to monitor all types of traffic on the interface and saves it as a TCP
dump file. If the hosts on the network are connected to a common router, NTOP [60] will be
capable of sniffing the incoming and outgoing traffic o f all the hosts connected to the router.
Flow information was generated fo r this session by converting the captured TCP dump file
obtained from NTOP [60] to flow information using Wireshark [61].

The fifth data set is a 6 hour long (14.9 GBs, 5234974 flows) session captured with NTOP [60]
from the Carleton University Residence network where multiple users were engaging in their
daily internet activities and a known host was downloading files with tw o popular BitTorrent
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file sharing clients which are Bitcomet [63] and BitTorrent [65]. Also a 20 minute Skype voice
call was conducted during the captured session. Flow information was generated for this
session by converting the captured TCP dump file obtained from NTOP to flow information
using Wireshark.

The 5 data sets were collected from several locations under varying conditions during different
times of the day to obtain a variety of testing sets. Due to hardware limitations, 2 of the testing
sets are flow information of 1 host. However, in those cases, other applications were active in
order to challenge the accuracy of the proposed scheme, as in data set 2 a P2P radio streaming
application and a Trojan were active, while in data set 3, two P2P T.V. streaming applications
were active. The other data sets contain flow information of multiple hosts within the network,
where in each data set different internet applications were active and the traffic was captured
from all the hosts connected to the network. Each data set was collected from a different
location to ensure capturing different data sets under different conditions.

Detailed information regarding the 5 data sets is displayed in Table 8 showing the number of
hosts, number of flows, traffic nature, and active applications for each data set.
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Table 8 Data Sets Description

Data Set 1

Data Set 2

Data Set 3

Data Set 4

Data Set 5

(8 Host, 1 Hour)

(1 Host,3 hours)

(1 Host, 4 Hours)

(16 Hosts, 8 Hours)

(22 Hosts, 6 Hours)

Bytes

Flows

Bytes

Flows

Bytes

Flows

Bytes

Flows

Bytes

Flows

Total

l.SGBs

17943

5.6GBs

1900345

6.8GBs

2398789

16.3GBS

6587323

14.9GBs

5234974

TCP

1.2GBs

12564

4.7GBs

1634295

3.94GBs

1391294

ll.SGBs

4696761

10.2GBs

3612132

UDP

0.59GBs

5379

0.76GBS

266048

2.84GBs

1007491

4.7GBs

1910323

4.61GBs

1622841

Traffic on

0.41GBs

4126

4.3GBs

1459193

5.1GBs

1799091

5.8GBs

2371436

4.17GBs

1465792

1.37GBs

13619

1.2G8s

407216

1.6GBs

564420

10.4GBs

4215886

10.728

3769181

Known
Ports
Traffic on
Unknown
Ports
Applications

BitTorrent,

BitTorrent, Skype,

BitTorrent, Skype,

BitTorrent, Skype,

BitTorrent, Skype,

Running

Skype, HTTP,

Virus, P2P radio,

Sopcast, PPStream,

HTTP, HTTPS, FTP,

HTTP, HTTP Video
Streaming, FTP,

HTTPS

HTTP, HTTPS,

HTTP Video

SNMP, SMTP,

FTP.SNMP,

SNMP, NetBIOS

Streaming, HTTPS,

NetBIOS, DNS,

SMTP, Bootps,

SMTP, NetBIOS

Bootps

NetBIOS, IMAP,

NetBIOS, SMTP

HTTPS
BitTorront

1.3GBs

1.85G8S

0.94GBS

9.8 GBs & 0.48 GBs

9.18 GBs

1 Host

1 Host

1 Host

2 Hosts

1 Host

6 mins voice

12 mins, 8 mins, 9

20 mins video call

45 mins video call

20 mins voice call

call, 5 mins

mins voice calls

Traffic

Skypa Calls

video call

4.2 BitTorrent Traffic Detection

In this section, the false positives, false negatives, and accuracy values for BitTorrent
identification are defined. Afterwards, we demonstrate the results of applying the proposed
classification scheme on each of the 5 data sets, when the targeted traffic to identify is
BitTorrent Traffic. In the end o f this section, the results of the classification process and the
limitations regarding using this approach are briefly discussed.
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The classification model's performance is evaluated by using the following byte-wise metrics: (I)
Bytes false positives, (II) Bytes false negatives, (III) Bytes accuracy. Since the flows are not
labelled and due to the absence payload information in all the data sets, there is no way to
calculate the packet and flow accuracy for the testing sets. Regardless of the flow and packet
accuracy, the byte-wise metrics provide a more useful measure for BitTorrent identification
since it can provide information regarding the falsely classified bytes. The importance of the
byte-wise metrics in BitTorrent classification is displayed by Gossett et al in [44] where they are
mainly concerned with evaluating their BitTorrent identification apparatus in terms of bytes. In
BitTorrent classification the most important goals are, (I) Identifying the hosts suspected of
BitTorrent activity which is carried out using the proposed scheme and (II) Calculating the
amount of downloaded bytes via BitTorrent clients fo r bandwidth management and resource
monitoring. In addition, byte-wise metrics can be utilized in identifying and controlling
congestion by observing the links that have a high volume of packets with a large byte count
which have a high probability of causing congestion.

Byte wise false positives and negatives can be utilized in determining the model's probability in
classifying BitTorrent related bytes as non BitTorrent and vice versa which in turn can be used
for evaluating different models to determine the probabilities of misclassification. In addition,
the byte wise accuracy can be utilized in determining the percentage of accurately classified
BitTorrent bytes against the misclassified BitTorrent bytes and calculating its success ratio.
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4.2.1 BitTorrent Traffic False Positives and False Negatives

The false positives probability is the model's probability of wrongly classifying non BitTorrent
related bytes as BitTorrent related bytes. The falsely classified bytes are represented by the
bytes generated by flows utilizing port numbers greater than 1024 and are generated by any
application other than BitTorrent.

For the traffic generated by tracker UDP connected peers and DHT connected peers, the false
positive values are equal to 0 In both cases, since the bytes belong to flows that can be traced
back to their origins, whether they have a UDP counterpart utilizing the DHT UDP port for DHT
transfers, or if the file transfer occurs via UDP using the BitTorrent predefined port. The bytes
from the tracker TCP connected peers cannot be traced back as they do not utilize the
BitTorrent UDP port. Thus, there is a probability of falsely classifying the generated traffic.
Figure 22 represents the taxonomy of traffic on ports greater than 1024.
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Figure 19 TCP Traffic on Ports greater than 1024

From Figure 22, we can observe that the bytes generated from flows in the range of 1300 to
1400 bytes per packet are the BitTorrent heavy hitters utilizing the maximum available MTU.
BitTorrent applications are one of the only types of applications that have heavy hitters utilizing
ports greater than 1024 on both the source and destination ends. Other applications that have
heavy hitting flows utilizing ports greater than 1024 such as online gaming and Xbox Live
connections are listed as official ports on the IANA port list. Additionally, some P2P video
streaming applications such as Sopcast [70] and T.V.ants [71] use ports greater than 1024 but
utilize smaller bytes per packet values ranging from 200-1200 bytes, according to an analysis
conducted in [66] by Silverston et al. The flows within the 1300-1400 bytes per packet range are
guaranteed to be BitTorrent related and do not contain any false positives or false negatives.

As displayed in Figure 22, the bytes generated from flows falling within the range of 800-1300
bytes per packet may belong to other applications using ports greater than 1024 or BitTorrent
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traffic which are considered as 'semi heavy hitters' as they consume a moderate amount of
bandwidth but not as much as the 'heavy hitters' within the upper lim it of 1300-1400 bytes per
packet. The false positive bytes fall in the range of 800-1300 bytes where a non BitTorrent
related bytes may be wrongly classified as BitTorrent related since other traffic may fall in the
same range. Initially, the threshold of the bytes per packet for the heavy hitters was set to BPP
> 800 bytes to accommodate different path MTUs and uTP packet shaping as discussed in detail
in the previous chapter. The false positives values can be extracted by adjusting the heavy
hitter's byte per packet threshold from BPP > 800 to 800 < BPP < 1300 to extract the bytes
generated by other applications that may be misclassified as BitTorrent related bytes. Although
the range of 800 to 1300 bytes may contain BitTorrent related bytes, we shall assume that all
the bytes in that range are non BitTorrent related, in order to extract the false positives. Since
payload data is absent and the flows are not labelled, this is the only feasible approach to
obtain an estimate of the false positives values even though some o f these bytes may be
BitTorrent related.

The false negatives probability is the model's probability of classifying BitTorrent related bytes
as non BitTorrent related bytes. These falsely classified bytes are represented by the bytes from
flows utilizing ports greater than 1024 and are BitTorrent related bytes that have not been
classified as such.

The bytes in the lower lim it in Figure 22 that fall within the 0-800 bytes per packet range are
generated by other applications using ports greater than 1024 and the BitTorrent non heavy
hitters. The false negative bytes fall in this range where BitTorrent related bytes may be
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misclassified as a non BitTorrent related bytes. These bytes are generated from early aborted or
non responsive peer connections. The contribution of these bytes to the total downloaded
bytes via BitTorrent clients is very low as they are not considered heavy hitters. In all of the 5
testing cases the value of the false negatives within the 0-800 bytes per packet range
represented 0.06 % of the total traffic in bytes, which can be neglected due to its insignificant
value. For example, if a value of 1000 MBs has been classified as BitTorrent related bytes, then
940 MBs are actual BitTorrent related bytes and 60 MBs are misclassified non BitTorrent
related bytes.

Nonetheless, a significant portion of the false negative bytes is represented by the difference
between the bytes classified as BitTorrent related and ground truth total of BitTorrent bytes,
and should be taken into consideration during testing.

Equations 1 and 2 summarize the values of the false positive probability and the false negative
probabilities.

a

P

|

=

=

j

ID

(2)

Where T is equal to the total number of download bytes via BitTorrent, x is equal to the non
BitTorrent bytes classified as BitTorrent bytes and y is equal to the BitTorrent bytes classified
as non BitTorrent bytes. While a and /? are equal to the false positive probability and the false
negative probability respectively.
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4.2.2 BitTorrent Traffic Accuracy Definition
Throughout the testing duration for all the data sets, the total amount of downloaded bytes via
BitTorrent clients was documented from each of the BitTorrent clients' statistics page; which
contains the exact number of downloaded bytes throughout the BitTorrent client's session. A
sample of a BitTorrent client's statistics page is displayed in Figure 23 where the number of
downloaded bytes is displayed. This number serves as the ground truth when calculating the
accuracy of this approach. After each testing case, the total number of downloaded bytes is
recorded by documenting the total number of downloaded bytes from each of the BitTorrent
clients' statistics page.
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Figure 23 BitTorrent Client's Statistics Page
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The accuracy is defined as the ground truth value obtained from the BitTorrent client's statistics
page minus the values of the false classified bytes. The accuracy equation is displayed in
Equation 3.

T-(x+y)
n

=

■■

\

0)

Where T is equal to the total number of download bytes via BitTorrent, x is equal to the non
BitTorrent bytes classified as BitTorrent bytes, y is equal to the BitTorrent bytes classified as
non BitTorrent bytes, and n denotes the byte wise accuracy.

4.2.3 BitTorrent Byte-Wise Classification and Results
After applying the classification scheme proposed in the previous chapter to extract the host's
IP and port suspected of BitTorrent activity, it is necessary to calculate the total amount of
consumed bytes for each BitTorrent host in each testing set. This is carried out by applying the
BitTorrent traffic queries summarized in Figure 24 and calculating the accuracy o f this
approach.
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For Each Flow, get: iPs/Ps A IPd/Pd
Flow h a OUT peer connection if:
Protocol=TCP

UGENO

PsAPd»iS24

IPs: Source IP

BT Port BitTorrent Port

—

3 HOP Flow where IPs/BT Port <> IPd/Pd

Ps: Source Port

BPP. Average Bytes per Packet

—

Bytes >1500

IPd: Destination IP

3: There exists

Pd: Destination Port 3: There does not exist

Flow b e UOP tracher bated peer connection H:
—

Protocol=U0P

—

Pk BT Port

— Pd»19»
—

tytes>1500

Ftow^aJCP tradrer based peer connection if:
r— Protocols TCP
— Ps * Pd > 1024

— 3 UOPflow where IPs/BI Pott o IPd/Pd
— Push Flag=l For TCP
— Flow ha'H ew y Hitter* Where:
[ Bytes > $2428*, Duration > 5 second*, BPP > BOOByte-sl

Figure 24 BitTorrent Traffic Extraction Queries

4.2.3.1 Data Set 1
The host classification approach proposed in the previous chapter was successful in extracting
the suspected hosts and ports in data set 1 and the results are displayed in Table 9. In this data
set, 5 BitTorrent clients were active, and the proposed scheme was successful in extracting the
IPs and ports of each of the 5 BitTorrent clients, which were all running on the same machine.
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Table 9 Suspected BitTorrent Hosts and Ports in Data Set 1
Port

O utgoing

flow to

heavy

(torrent

flow s

contact)
BitTorrent

Other

42176

BitTorrent

12474

16677

35854

The results of the BitTorrent traffic queries (Figure 24) for data set 1 are displayed in Table 10.
By applying the BitTorrent traffic queries, a value of 96.7 % of the total BitTorrent traffic is
obtained. By using the false positive and false negative equations summarized in Equation 1
and Equation 2, a value of 1.6% and 3.3% is obtained respectively. By calculating the accuracy
using the equation in Equation 3, a value of 95.1% is obtained.

Table 10 BitTorrent Classification Results and Accuracy for Dataset 1

BitTorrent Traffic

Value in
Bytes
667152351
454646947
233169458
1354968756
1400897536
96. 7%

Traffic from Peers via Trackers (TCP)
Traffic from Peers via Trackers (UDP)
Traffic from Peers via DHT
Total Incoming Traffic
Total Incoming Traffic (Ground Truth)
Captured Percentage
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Number of
Packets
844742
654298
324895
1823935

Number of
Flows
5486
2531
954
8971

4.2.3.2 Data Set 2

In the second data set the ports generating the P2P traffic was unknown, and the proposed
scheme was successful in identifying the BitTorrent port and the other suspected ports. In this
data set, one BitTorrent client was active and its port number was extracted. Additionally, 3
other ports were suspected of P2P activity, which represent the Skype client, the P2P radio
application, and the Trojan activity which were all active during the duration of this data set.
The hosts and ports suspected of P2P activities are displayed in Table 11. By monitoring the
Trojan's activity, it can be observed that the Trojan will utilize a set of random UDP ports to
communicate with the attacker. The byte count and the packet count of the UDP flows
generated by the Trojan were very small and its contribution to the total amount of
downloaded bytes can be neglected.

IP

Port

W ithin

W ithin

Outgoing

Associated

Torrent

Skype

UDP Flow

heavy

Probing

Probing

to Port 80

hitting flows

Range

Range

(Tracker

Classification

connection)
134.117.61.54

19654

134.117.61.54

58965

134.117.61.54

3654

1 34 .117.6154

12994

X
y
X
y

/
/

*

O ther

B itTorrent

O ther

O ther

Table 11 Suspected BitTorrent Hosts and Ports in Data Set 2

The results of the BitTorrent traffic queries for data set 2 are displayed in Table 12. By applying
the BitTorrent traffic queries in Figure 24, a value of 94.7% of the total BitTorrent traffic is
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obtained. By using the false positive and false negative equations summarized in Equation 1
and Equation 2, a value of 2.9% and 5.3% is obtained respectively. By calculating the accuracy
using the equation in Equation 3, a value of 91.8% is obtained.

The value of the accuracy is relatively less than the accuracy obtained from the other data sets
due to the presence of the P2P radio application which generates heavy hitting flows utilizing
ports greater than 1024. The value of the false positives in this data set are represented by the
heavy hitting flows generated by the P2P radio application that were misclassified as BitTorrent
related flows. The average bytes per packet of the heavy hitting flows generated by the P2P
radio application was in the range of 600-1000 bytes which do not contribute to the total
downloaded bytes as much as the heavy hitters generated by the BitTorrent client which fall
within the 1300-1400 bytes range. In this data set the accuracy was affected due to the
presence of a P2P radio streaming application which shares similar features with BitTorrent
clients. Nevertheless, the proposed scheme was able to identify the BitTorrent traffic with
91.8% accuracy.

Table 12 BitTorrent Classification Results and Accuracy for Dataset 2

Value in
Bytes
1119879123
339738608
427819248
1887436979
1993069671

BitTorrent Traffic
Traffic from Peers via Trackers (TCP)
Traffic from Peers via Trackers {UDP)
Traffic from Peers via DHT
Total Incoming Traffic
Total Incoming Traffic (Ground Truth)
Captured Percentage

94. 7 %
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Number of
Packets
767032
249768
289032
1305832

Number of
Flows
149658
89542
98537
337737

4.2.3.3 Data Set 3

In data set 3, the host's IP generating the P2P traffic was known, but the associated P2P ports
were not known. The proposed scheme was successful in identifying the ports suspected of P2P
activity and are displayed in Table 13. The port associated with the BitTorrent client was
identified as well as 3 other ports suspected of P2P activity. These 3 ports represent the
operating ports of Skype client and the 2 P2P T.V. streaming applications.

Table 13 Suspected BitTorrent Hosts and Ports in Data Set 3
Port

W ithin

W ithin

Torrent

Skype

Outgoing

Associated

heavy

Probing

Range

(Tracker
connection}

192.168.8.138

4456

Other

192.168.8.138

36589

BitTorrent

192 1 6 8 8 138

25541

Other

192.168.8.138

8668

Other

The results of the BitTorrent traffic queries (Figure 24) for data set 3 are displayed in Table 14.
By applying the BitTorrent traffic queries, 96.7% of the captured traffic was accounted for. By
using the false positives and false negatives equations summarized in Equation 1 and Equation
2, a value o f 5.6% and 3.1% is obtained respectively. By calculating the accuracy using the
equation summarized in Equation 3, a value of 91.3% is obtained.
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The value of the accuracy in this data set is the lowest value when compared to the other data
sets. This is due to the presence of 2 P2P T.V. streaming applications, which resulted in
relatively high false positives values, leading to a reduced accuracy value. The value of the false
positives in this data set are represented by the heavy hitting flows generated by the P2P T.V.
streaming applications that were misclassified as BitTorrent related flows. The average bytes
per packet for the heavy hitting flows generated by the P2P T.V. streaming applications are in
the 800-1200 bytes range which falls in the range stated in [66] where the authors discuss the
parameters of flows generated by P2P T.V. streaming applications. The heavy hitting flows
generated from the P2P T.V. streaming applications represented 5.6% of the total traffic, while
the heavy hitting flows generated by the BitTorrent client represented 42.5% of the total traffic.
From this behavior, it can be concluded that the heavy hitters generated from BitTorrent clients
have a much larger contribution to the total downloaded bytes when compared to the heavy
hitters generated from the P2P T.V. streaming applications.

Table 14 BitTorrent Classification Results and Accuracy for Dataset 3

Value in
Bytes
492405843
265262361
228467836
986136040
1019215872
96. 7 %

BitTorrait Traffic
Traffic from Peers via Trackers (TCP)
Traffic from Peers via Trackers (UDP)
Traffic from Peers via DHT
Total Incoming Traffic
Total Incoming Traffic (Ground Truth)
Captured Percentage

Number of
Packets
364732
176825
160884
702441

Number of
Flows
10254
4965
3659
18878

4.2.3.4 Data Set 4
For the fourth data set collected in the Systems & Computer Engineering lab in Carleton
University, a table o f all hosts suspected of BitTorrent activity within the network is built, by
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applying the scheme proposed in the previous chapter. Aside from the known machine
generating P2P traffic, several other hosts were identified as potential P2P suspects in the
network. In this data set a known host was running 2 BitTorrent clients where the IPs and ports
were identified and highlighted in Table 15. Another machine running a BitTorrent client was
also identified and was recorded in Table 15. The last record in Table 15 represents a host
which was suspected of P2P activities but could not be verified as a BitTorrent client as the host
and port did not match the criteria set in the proposed scheme.

Table 15 Suspected BitTorrent Hosts and Ports in Data Set 4
Port
flo w to

Torrent

heavy

P ort 80

c o n t a c t)

B itTorrent

16700

Skyp«

B itT o rre nt

57362

O ther

57362

Table 16 represents the results of the BitTorrent traffic queries when performed on the known
host in data set 4. By applying the BitTorrent traffic queries in Figure 24, a value of 96 % o f the
total BitTorrent traffic was accounted for. By using the false positive and false negative
equations summarized in Equation 1 and Equation 2, a value of 1.2% and 4% is obtained
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respectively. By calculating the accuracy using the equation in Figure 24, a value of 94.8% is
obtained.

During the session a total of 9.8 GBs was downloaded via BitTorrent clients, and by using the
proposed technique, 9.45 GBs were successfully accounted for and labelled as BitTorrent
related traffic. In addition, approximately 116 MBs (1.2%) were falsely classified as BitTorrent
related activity, which can be overlooked as it represents a very small value when comparing
the sizes of both the accuracy and the false positive value.

Table 16 BitTorrent Classification Results and Accuracy for Known Host in Dataset 4

Value in
Bytes
5770313728
3860856832
519045120
10150215680
10565619548
96%

BitTorrent Traffic
Traffic from Peers via Trackers (TCP)
Traffic from Peers via Trackers (UDP)
Traffic from Peers via DHT
Total Incoming Traffic
Total Incoming Traffic (Ground Truth)
Captured Percentage

Number of
Packets
7212892
4289840
5863639
17366371

Number of
Flows
758965
312458
395162
1466585

Table 17 represents the results o f the BitTorrent classification queries (Figure 24) and the
accuracy when applied on the unknown suspected host in data set 4. In this case the ground
truth of total downloaded bytes could not be obtained as the machine running the BitTorrent
client was unknown. The number used for comparing the accuracy is the total number of bytes
downloaded using unregistered ports greater than 1024. This approach is used by Gossett et al
in [44] where the authors assume that any flow utilizing ports greater than 1024 on both ends is
BitTorrent related, and they use the total amount of downloaded bytes on ports greater than
1024 as the ground truth for calculating the accuracy o f their BitTorrent identification
apparatus. Although this number is not 100 % accurate, it is somewhat close to the ground
truth. If a host is downloading files via a BitTorrent client, the traffic on the unregistered ports
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greater than 1024 will be approximately equal to the true amount of downloaded bytes via the
BitTorrent client, since BitTorrent clients are one of the only applications that have heavy
hitters utilizing ports greater than 1024 on both ends. The method presented in this thesis of
obtaining the total downloaded bytes via the BitTorrent clients' statistics page serves as an
exact value fo r testing the accuracy. However, in this case the host generating the BitTorrent
traffic was unknown so this method could not be applied.

Table 17 BitTorrent Classification Results and Accuracy for Unknown Host in Dataset 4

BitTorrent Traffic
Traffic from Peers via Trackers (TCP)
Traffic from Peers via Trackers (UDP)
Traffic from Peers via DHT
Total Incoming Traffic
Total Incoming Traffic (Ground Truth)
Captured Percentage

Value in
Bytes
343303681
1429400
158966874
503699955
518547898
97. 1%

Number of
Packets
361371
16812
187019
565202

Number of
Flows
9658
684
5293
15635

By applying the BitTorrent traffic queries in Figure 24, a value of 97.1 % of the total BitTorrent
traffic is obtained. By using the false positive and false negative equations summarized in
Equation 1 and Equation 2, values of 1.4% and 3.9% respectively are obtained. By calculating
the accuracy using the equation in Equation 3, a value of 94.7% is obtained.

4.2.3.5 Data Set 5
In the fifth data set collected from the Carleton University Residence network the IPs and ports
suspected of BitTorrent activity were extracted by applying the classification scheme proposed
in the previous chapter, and are displayed in Table 18. In this data set a host was running 2
BitTorrent clients and the proposed classification scheme was successful in extracting both the
IPs and ports of the host running the BitTorrent clients.

Table 18 Suspected BitTorrent Hosts and Ports in Data Set 5
C ljK H fk a tia n

T o rre n t

flo w to

Port SO

172 19 1 8 175

78 92

1 7 2 .1 9 .1 8 .17S

19 55

17 2.19 .18,1 75

Although other hosts were suspected as P2P hosts, they could not be verified as they did not
meet the classification criteria. For most cases the hosts have more than 100 outgoing UDP
flows to different destinations, but could not be further validated as they do not exhibit the
basic BitTorrent and Skype connection patterns mentioned earlier. This can be interpreted as
one of tw o scenarios: (I) both the host and the port are P2P participants, but the application
was idle (no calling fo r Skype and no downloading fo r BitTorrent), (II) or the host and port are
other P2P applications aside from BitTorrent and Skype which also use DHT UDP probing.

The results of the BitTorrent traffic queries (Figure 24) fo r data set 5 are displayed in Table 19.
Initially in this set, the result of the captured traffic was 108 % of the BitTorrent traffic, which
indicates the existence of a large number of false positives. As mentioned, in this data set a
video streaming web page was open. Unlike traditional HTTP video, this application was using
port 1935 which is a port used by Adobe flash for video streaming and is highlighted in Table
18. After excluding this port from the BitTorrent traffic queries, a value of 96.3 % of the total
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BitTorrent traffic was accounted for. By using the false positive and false negative equations
summarized in Equation 1 and Equation 2, values of 0.9% and 3.7% respectively are obtained.
By calculating the accuracy using the equation in Equation 3, a value of 95.4% is obtained. Port
numbers which are greater than 1024 and are registered to other applications should be taken
into consideration to avoid misclassification and false labelling.

In this session a total of 9.53 GBs was downloaded via BitTorrent clients, where 9.18 GBs could
be accounted for via the BitTorrent traffic extraction queries, and around 84.1 MBs (0.9 %)
were falsely classified as BitTorrent related bytes. The latter number is very small when
compared to the total downloaded bytes.

Table 1 BitTorrent Classification Results and Accuracy for Known Host in Dataset 5

BitT orrcnt T raffle

Value in
Bytes
5330402671
2244892520
2284458287
9859753478
10241771557
96. 3 %

Traffic from Peers via Trackers (TCP)
Traffic from Peers via Trackers (UDP)
Traffic from Peers via DHT
Total Incoming Traffic
Total Incoming Traffic (Ground Truth)
Captured Percentage

Number of
Packets
6663003
2363043
3263511
12289557

Number of
Flows
521489
325458
304781
1151728

4.3 BitTorrent Traffic Detection Summary and Limitations

As shown, the accuracy o f this approach can be calculated by comparing the total amount of
downloaded bytes obtained from the BitTorrent clients' statistics page for each data set, and
the total number of bytes from the BitTorrent traffic queries (Figure 22). For the 5 different test
cases, the proposed technique yielded accurate results ranging from 91.3%-95.4%. The only
limitation of using this approach is that the BitTorrent client downloading the files must support
DHT networking, where the client periodically sends out UDP requests to neighboring nodes. If
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the DHT option is disabled from the client's options, the client will not send out UDP requests.
However, this does not prevent the proposed scheme from classifying, since the BitTorrent
client still receives DHT UDP probing requests but will not be able to reply to them when DHT
probing is disabled. The problem lies when this approach is applied to the previous generation
of BitTorrent clients that do not support DHT networking, as the proposed technique will not be
able to identify them since they function in a different fashion and solely rely on trackers to
contact peers. Due to the rapid progression of BitTorrent technology, almost every available
BitTorrent client today supports DHT networking, which strengthens the feasibility of this
approach. Furthermore, the capturing of the session must begin before the user commences
any download via the BitTorrent clients to ensure the capturing of the connection patterns that
BitTorrent clients exhibit before the downloading phase.

4.4 Skype Traffic Detection

In this section, the false positives, false negatives, and accuracy values fo r Skype identification
are defined. Afterwards, the results of applying the proposed classification scheme on each of
the 5 data sets are demonstrated when the targeted traffic to identify is Skype Traffic. At the
end of this section, the results of the classification process and the limitations regarding using
this approach are briefly discussed.
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4.4.1 Skype Flow Evaluation Metrics

The byte wise false positive probability is the model's probability of misclassifying non Skype
related bytes as Skype related bytes. While the byte wise false negative probability is the
models probability of misclassifying Skype related bytes as non Skype related bytes.

On the other hand, the flow wise false positive probability is the model's probability of
misclassifying non Skype related flows as Skype related flows. While the flow wise false
negative probability is the models probability of misclassifying Skype related flows as non Skype
related flows.

After analyzing the behavior and nature of Skype clients, It can be observed that a Skype client
does not initiate any kind of TCP connection with different peers unless there is a UDP
bidirectional counterpart that contacts the same end point as stated in the Skype connection
pattern heuristic earlier. This characteristic has been verified and tested for all Skype flows,
concluding that in order fo r Skype to establish a connection to any peer, there must be a TCP
and UDP connection to the same IP but using different. Based on the connection patterns that
Skype clients exhibit while connecting to different end points, all flows and bytes can be traced
back to the suspected host and Skype port, resulting in zero false positives and false negatives
in both flows and bytes, as we can deduce whether a flow and it's generated bytes is Skype
related or not by checking if the flow follows the Skype connection pattern where each TCP
flow has a UDP counterpart using the predefined Skype port. Equation 4 and Equation 5
displays the Skype false positives, false negatives and accuracy for both bytes and flows.
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n i = h z 0^ y i L

(4)
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_

T2 ~ ( X 2 + y 2 )

= ----- =-

(5)

Where Tx is equal to the total number of Skype bytes, x x is equal to the non Skype bytes
classified as Skype bytes, y x is equal to the Skype bytes classified as non Skype bytes, and n x
denotes the byte wise accuracy. On the other hand, T2 is equal to the total number of Skype
flows, x 2 is equal to the non Skype flows classified as Skype flows, y 2 is equal to the Skype flows
classified as non Skype flows, and n z denotes the flows wise accuracy. Both n 1 and n 2 are
equal to 100 % if the Skype host's IP/Port have been successfully identified.
As displayed in equation 4 and Equation 5, we can easily extract all Skype related flows and
bytes once the IP/Port of the Skype host have been identified. Consequently, byte wise metrics
and flow wise metrics will not provide valuable information regarding the performance of the
model since the byte wise and flow wise accuracy are 100%, provided that the IP/Port are
successfully identified.
After each data set, the host's IP and Skype port were documented so they can be utilized in
determining whether the classification scheme was successful in identifying the Skype host's
IP/Port. If the identified IP/Port matches the documented Skype IP/Port, then the classification
model was successful, and the Skype host is labelled as 'Host Detected'.
Unlike BitTorrent clients, the consumption of bandwidth of in Skype clients is relatively low,
resulting in the insignificance of performing byte-wise evaluations. Other related Skype
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identification models [50-55] are not concerned with byte wise and flow wise metrics as they
do not give accurate evaluation of their models since they are 100% if the IP/Port is identified.
The main focus o f the recent Skype detection models is on identifying Skype hosts IP/Port and
distinguishing between Skype call flows and Skype control flows. These metrics can provide
information about whether the model is reliable in indentifying different types of Skype hosts in
different networks under various conditions such as network topology and the usage of proxies.
In addition, these metrics can provide information about whether the model is consistently
capable of identifying different kinds of Skype call flows (audio and video) and if it is able to
accurately extract them even if they are conducted under different conditions such as
connections with limited bandwidth and congested links.
The model is evaluated by 2 factors: (I) the success of the model in identifying the Skype host's
IP/Port, (II) and the success in differentiating between Skype call flows and Skype control flows.

The identification of Skype host's IP/Port and the separation of Skype call flows and Skype
control flows provides network analysts with valuable information regarding any conducted
Skype call, such as the duration, the nature of the call (audio or video), the number of super
nodes used to relay the connection, and the geographic location of both ends of the calls by
using their IPs. By Identifying Skype hosts and Skype call flows we can prioritize the host's
connection in order to improve the call quality and avoid lag and dropped frame rates in Skype
calls. In addition, network administrators can identify different Skype users within their
networks by referencing the identified IP/Port.
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For each data set, a table is presented displaying whether the IP/Port of the Skype client have
been identified. In addition, a table is presented displaying the flows labeled as Skype call flows
and their flow features such as byte count, packet count and duration.

4.4.2 Skype Call Duration Detection
The objectives of the Skype call identification scheme proposed are, (I) to determine the
existence of Skype voice call flows or Skype video call flows, and (II) to obtain a rough estimate
of the duration of any placed Skype call.

Following each testing case, the duration of the conducted Skype calls was documented by
using the Skype application's tim er (Figure 25) to serve as the ground truth for calculating the
accuracy of determining the duration of the conducted Skype calls.

Skype"* - antoruofe234

Echo /

Figure 25 Skype Call Duration
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The error margin of this approach can be calculated by checking the duration of the flows
classified as Skype call flows, and the total duration of the call that was conducted obtained
from the Skype application timer. An error margin will exist since there is always a slight
difference between the duration of the flows labelled as Skype calls and the original duration of
the Skype call conducted. This is due to several factors namely (I) the Skype client does not
disconnect from the super nodes immediately after the Skype call is finished, (II) the client
communicates with the super node, transmitting packets before the call tim er commences,
which results in the slight difference between both the original call duration and the duration of
the flows labelled as Skype calls, and (III) if the call is dropped and re-established due to a bad
or slow connection, the duration of the flows labelled as Skype calls will not represent the true
value of the duration of the conducted Skype call.

4.4.3 Voice & Video Traffic Identification
The same data sets used for the BitTorrent phase are used to test the accuracy and reliability of
the proposed classification scheme when the targeted traffic to identify is Skype traffic.
Detailed descriptions of each of the 5 data sets are displayed in Table 9 where in each data set
several Skype calls are conducted.

For each data set, the proposed classification scheme was applied in order to identify the host's
IP and port suspected of Skype activity. Afterwards, it is necessary to extract all the flows that
are associated with the identified Skype client, and to determine the existence of any placed
Skype calls. The method of grouping all the Skype flows and identifying Skype call flows is
displayed in Figure 26 and is applied to all the data sets.
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Once all of the Skype flows have been acquired, it is essential to differentiate between actual
voice or video traffic and other probing, messaging or signalling traffic. In this analysis we will
focus on classifying the cases where UDP is used for the data transfer of voice and video calls,
given that Skype clients strongly prefer UDP for voice and video connections.

For each Flow, get lP$/Ps & iPd/Pd
LEGEND

Flow Is a Skype related Flow If:
Protocols TCP or UDP
PsorPd- SKPPort

IPs: Source IP

BPS: Bytes Per Second

P*: Source Port

SKP_Port: Skype Port

IPd: Destination IP

3: There exists

3 UDP flow where IPs/SKP Port <-> IPd/Pd

Pd: Destination Port BPP: Average Bytes per Packet
L— OR 3 UDP flow where IPd/SKP_Port < » IPs/P s

PICTS: Packet Count

Save Flows to ” Skype Flows’1

For each Flow In * Skype Flows "
Flow Is a Skype Call If:
Protocol UDP
PKTS>600
■Duration > 30 seconds
3*1024 > BPS > 16*102*
- For Voice Call 90 > BPP> 140
~ For Video Call 170 > BPP> 300

Figure 26 Skype Flow and Skype Call Extraction Method
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4.4.3.1

Data Set 1

In data set 1, the scheme proposed in the previous chapter was successful in identifying the
host's IP and port suspected of Skype activity and the results are displayed in Table 20.

Table 20 Suspected Skype Hosts and Ports in Data Set 1

Port
Torrent

Skype
flow to

Range

Range

port

flows

80/443
Other

192.168.1.138

52799

192.168.1.138

60891

192.1681.138

42176

Other

192.168.1.138

16677

Other

192.1681.138

35854

Other

Table 21 represents the results of applying the Skype call extraction queries (Figure 26) on data
set 1 where an 11 minute Skype call was conducted (6 minutes voice, 5 minutes video).

Table 21 Results of Skype Call Detection Queries on Dataset 1

IP Address

Bytes Per
Packet

Packet
Count

Duration
is Seconds

Bytes Par
Second

aassrffcation

21S.146.189.234

128.9

11870

241

6.2 Kbps

Audio Call

149.13.32.249

116.3

13707

278

5.6 Kbps

AudioCall

74.126.125.180

223.7

8435

222

8.3 Kbps

Video Call
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Out of 17943 flows in data set 1, only 3 flows are classified as active Skype calls, where their
statistics matched the Skype call classification heuristic and are displayed in Table 21. The
existence of two separate audio call flows does not mean that there were tw o audio calls
conducted, as the Skype client may connect to several super nodes to relay the traffic to the
other end of the Skype call. The timestamps of the flows should be checked to verify the actual
number of Skype calls. If the timestamps of the flows overlap, that means that they belong to
the same call. If not then they are separate Skype calls. The last flow in Table 21 represents the
video portion o f the call where the average bytes per packet values were within the video range
previously stated.

The total number of seconds of the three flows is equal to 741 seconds or approximately 12.3
minutes. Since the first two flows overlap in a timeframe of 8 seconds, we can subtract this
value from the total value giving a total tim e o f 733 seconds or 12.2 minutes which is roughly
equal to the real time of the Skype call which is 11 minutes, with a 1 minute difference between
both durations.

4.4.3.2 Data Set 2
In data set 2, the classification scheme proposed in the previous chapter was successful in
identifying the host's IP and port suspected of Skype activity and is displayed in Table 22.
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Table 22 Suspected Skype Hosts and Ports in Data Set 2

Classification

Port

hitting

Range

port

flaws

33033 &
80/443
134.117..6154

19654

O th e r

134.117.6154

58695

Skype

134.U7..61S4

134 117.6154

O th e r

12994

O th e r

In this data set, 4 ports were suspected as potential P2P participants where the Skype client's
port number was identified and the other 3 ports represents the ports of the BitTorrent client,
the P2P radio streaming application and the Trojan activity, which were all active throughout
the duration o f this session.
Table 23 represents the results o f the Skype call extraction queries when performed on data set
2 where 3 Skype calls were conducted over the span of 29 minutes (12, 8,9 minute calls).

Table 23 Results of Skype Call Detection Queries on Dataset 2

IPAddress

Bytes Per

PacketCount

Packet

Duration in

Bytes Per

Seconds

Second

Classification

111.221.74.20

105.7

37700

1385

2.5 Kbps

Audio Call

96.54.44.121

109.2

10508

486

2.3 Kbps

Audio Call

24.54.10.11

112.05

16219

493

3.6 Kbps

Audio Cali
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In the first tw o flows, it can be observed that the bytes per second value does not fall within the
set threshold of 3-16 Kbps as the connection speed was very slow when the Skype calls were
conducted. As mentioned, Skype is designed to operate even if there is limited bandwidth
available. Thus, the bytes per second range set in the classification scheme is not a decisive
condition for classifying Skype calls, as slow connections will fall outside of the range. By
comparing the timestamps of the flows, an overlap was noticed between the first tw o flows
where they started and finished at the same time. However, the first flow commenced again
shortly after it ended by 40 seconds. From this behavior, it can be concluded that the first two
IPs are super nodes that were used to relay the connection for the first call, and for the second
call only one super node was used. The timestamp fo r the third flow does not overlap with the
others, representing a third separate call. The sum of the duration of all three flows is 2364 or
39.4 minutes. Since the first two flows are overlapping and were used in the first call, the
duration of the second flow can be subtracted from the total to obtain 1878 seconds or 31.2
minutes. This value is approximately equal to the ground truth of 29 minutes with a slight
difference of approximately 2 minutes between both the original call duration and the duration
of flows labelled as Skype calls.

4.4.3.3 Data Set 3
In data set 3, the classification scheme proposed in the previous chapter was successful in
identifying the host's IP and port suspected of Skype activity and is displayed in Table 24.
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Table 24 Suspected Skype Hosts and Ports in Data Set 3
Associated

Port

Range

UOP

heavy

flo w to

hitting

C lassification

port
33033 &
8 0 /4 4 3

192.168.8.138

Other

4456

Other

192.168.8.138

192.168.8.138

25541

192.168.8.138

8668

Skype

Table 25 represents the results of the Skype call extraction queries (Figure 26) when performed
on dataset 3 where a 20 minute video call was conducted via a host machine in a Carleton
residence dorm and the receiving end was connected to a coffee house Wi-Fi connection.

Table 25 Results of Skype Call Detection Queries on Dataset 3

IPAddress
67.193.154.255
24.213.82.183
130.132.106.40

Bytes Per
Packet
290.02
266
137

PacketCount

Duration in
Seconds
711
193
234

26969
5405
1064

Bytes Per
Second
11Kbps
7Kbps
0.6 Kbps

Classification
Video Call
Video Call
Audio Call

During the call, the connection was dropped several times due to the bad connection of the end
user connected to a public Wi-Fi. The first two flows are labelled video flows as their statistics
match the parameters mentioned in the Skype call heuristic. The last flow is mislabelled as a
voice call due to the slow connection between both hosts as the average byte per packet and
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the bytes per second values were too small to be considered video calls. Nonetheless, the flow
was labelled as a call, regardless whether it was a voice or video. The total time of the three
flows is 18.9 minutes which is less than the original 20 minute ground truth due to the several
drops in the connection between the hosts, with a 1.1 minute difference between both
durations.

4.4.3.4 Data Set 4
In data set 4, the classification scheme proposed in the previous chapter was successful in
identifying the host's IP and port suspected of Skype activity and is displayed in Table 26.

Table 26 Suspected Skype Hosts and Ports in Data Set 4
Associated

Port

Torrent

Skype

heavy

to port
33033 &&
80/443
61256

Other

16700

Skype

134.117.61.46

19880

Other

135.178.111101

57362

Other

125.149.116.103

57362

Other

134.117.61.46

Table 27 represents the results o f the Skype call extraction queries (Figure 25) when performed
on data set 4.The tw o flows in Table 27 are labelled as Skype calls in data set 4 where a 45
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minute video call was conducted. The flow features of both the flows in Table 27 matched the
Skype video call criteria where both the flows were using the Skype predefined port which was
identified earlier. By adding the duration of both flows, we obtain a value of 2744 seconds or
approximately 46 minutes. This value is off by 1 minute, when compared to the original
duration of the call (45 minutes) yielding an error value of approximately 2% when both
durations are compared.

Table 27 Results of Skype Call Detection Queries on Dataset 4

Duration in

Bytes Per

Classification

Packet

Seconds

173.32.150.45

285

98139

1951

Second
14 Kbps

Video Call

82.31.149.37

240

27068

793

8 Kbps

Video Call

IP Address

Bytes Per

Packet Count

4 .4 .3 .5 D ata Set 5

In data set 5, the proposed classification scheme was successful in identifying the host's IP and
port suspected of Skype activity and is displayed in Table 28.
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Table 28 Suspected Skype Hosts and Ports in Data Set 5
Port

Within

Within

Associated

heavy
flow to
port

flows

80/443
172.19.18.175

7892

Other

172.19.18.175

1935

Other

172.19.18.175

44485

172.19.18.175

9936

Other

In data set 5, a 20 minute voice call was conducted. Table 29 represents the results of the Skype
call extraction queries (Figure 26) when performed on data set 5. The 2 flows in Table 29
represent the flows labelled as Skype call flows where their flow features matched the Skype
voice call criteria. The sum of the duration of both flows is equal to 1198 seconds or
approximately 19.9 minutes, which is o ff by a very small value of 0.1 minute when compared to
the ground truth duration of 20 minutes.

Table 29 Results of Skype Call Detection Queries on Dataset 5

IP Address

Bytes Per

PacketCount

Packet

Duration in

Bytes Per

Seconds

Second

Classification

213.199.179.155

113

81395

988

9 Kbps

Audio Call

212.8.166.36

96

13440

210

6 Kbps

Audio Call
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4.5 Skype Detection Summary and Limitations

The accuracy of this approach can be obtained by comparing the timestamps and the duration
of flows classified as Skype call flows to the actual duration of the conducted call, as displayed
in the results section where the difference in durations for each testing case was roughly ±1-2

minutes. For each of the test cases the difference between the acquired and the true duration
was very small. This indicates the high accuracy of determining the duration of any placed
Skype calls using Netflow traces. After obtaining the Skype port through the previously
mentioned heuristics, it is easy to extract all of the Skype flows, and identify whether they are
call flows or peer pinging flows. This is due to that the Skype clients use the predefined UDP
port for contacting peers, which ensures the capturing of all the flows associated with the
Skype client, avoiding false positive and false negative values as displayed in the Skype flow
accuracy in Equation 3. The only drawback of this approach is that the Skype client must be
version 5 or higher since older versions do not operate in the same manner. In addition, the
capturing of the session must begin before the user opens the Skype client to ensure the
capturing of the start-up connection pattern of Skype clients. The results are summarized in
Table 30.

Table 30 Skype Test Results Summary
DataSet 1
Skype Host
Detected
Original Skype
Call Duration
Detected
Skype Call
Duration
Error Margin

y

6 mins
voice, 5
m ins video
6 mins
voice,
6.2 mins
video
+1.2 mins

Data Set 2

y

Data Set 3

y

Data Set 4

y

Data Set 5

y

1 2 ,8 ,9
mins
voice
13 mins
9 mins
10.2 mins

20 mins
video

45 mins
video

voice

18.9 mins

46 mins

19.9 mins

♦2.2 mins

-1.1 mins

♦ 1 mins

-0.1 mins
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20 mins

4.6 Results Compared to other Researches

This section presents a comparison between the results of the classification scheme presented
in this thesis and the results of other proposed schemes for BitTorrent and Skype identification.

4 .6 .1

B itTo rren t Test Results Com parison

In this section, we display the accuracy of the proposed scheme for identifying BitTorrent traffic
when compared to other approaches suggested in different papers. In order to validate the
results, two approaches are selected for comparison.

The first method is a host behavior approach proposed by Mahanti et al in [57]. The suggested
approach utilizes the following five features for identifying BitTorrent traffic:

1- Flow Size
2- Flow Duration
3- Flow Concurrency
4- Transfer Volume
5- IP Geographical Location

Graphical models are generated for each application using the mentioned features. If a flow
satisfies the thresholds within the model, the flow is considered a BitTorrent related flow. The
authors assume that all BitTorrent related file transfers occur via TCP. Detailed description
regarding the mentioned approach can be found in [57].
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The second method selected for comparison is a machine learning approach proposed by Yuan
et al in [67]. The suggested approach utilizes SVM with a RBF kernel function for extracting
BitTorrent flows. The proposed scheme uses 19 unique flow features for classification such as
protocol, average packet size and IPs. The different parameters and specifications regarding this
approach are discussed in detail in [67].

In order to validate the accuracy o f the scheme proposed in this thesis, a comparison is
performed between the results of the proposed scheme and the two mentioned approaches
when applied to the five data sets used for the testing phase.

Table 31 and Figure 27 represent the accuracy of the proposed scheme in this thesis, the host
behavior approach suggested by Mahanti et al [57], and the SVM approach suggested by Yuan
et al [67] for each of the 5 data sets.

Table 31 BitTorrent Byte-Wise Accuracy Results of the 3 Approaches

Data Sets

Proposed Host
Behavior
Scheme

Data Set 1
Data Set 2
Data Set 3

95.1
91.8

67.5
92.1

93.8
88.5

91.3

71.2

74.3

Data Set 4

94.8

81.4

81.3

Data Set 5

95.4

73.8

72.1
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SVM

■ Proposed Scheme
■ Host Behavior

Figure 27 Accuracy Histogram of the 3 Approaches

The approaches suggested in [57] and [67] produce strong results when applied to data sets
that do not contain challenging background traffic. The accuracy is significantly decreased when
these methods are applied to data sets that contain BitTorrent traffic overlapped with
applications that generate similar flows and behave in the same fashion.

The proposed scheme outperformed the approaches suggested in [57] and [67] in all of the 5
data sets due to the following:

1- P2P radio applications use UDP probing to connect to peers that are tuned in to the
same radio channel by using a random UDP listening port. Once the application is
connected to the peers, the transfer of audio packets takes place via UDP. All the flows
generated from P2P radio applications utilize the UDP port that is predefined in the
application's settings. P2P radio streaming applications do not contact port 80 and only
generate heavy hitting flows that have average bytes per packet value within the 600-
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1000 bytes range according to [66]. P2P radio streaming flows are not misclassified or
labelled as BitTorrent or Skype flows in the scheme proposed in this thesis, since they do
not satisfy the mentioned heuristics or the separating thresholds. The host behavior
approach in [57] does not account fo r UDP traffic so the flows generated from the P2P
radio streaming application does not affect the accuracy o f the method in [57]. The SVM
approach suggested in [67] is heavily affected by the P2P radio streaming flows (data set
2) as it relies on flow features fo r classification and the flow features of P2P radio
streaming flows are similar to those of BitTorrent file transfers.
P2P T.V. streaming applications utilize UDP probing in order to contact peers that are
tuned in to the same T.V. channel by using a random UDP listening port predefined in
the software's settings. Once the application is connected to the peers, the transfer of
the data packets takes place via TCP. The average bytes per packet of the data transfer
flows generated by P2P T.V. streaming application are within the 200-1200 according to
[66]. If a host is concurrently running BitTorrent and P2P T.V. streaming applications, the
TCP flows within the range of 200-1200 bytes per packet will contain a mixture of both
P2P T.V. streaming flows and BitTorrent file transfer flows. The scheme proposed in this
thesis as well as both the approaches suggested in [57] and [67] cannot distinguish
between these flows as they share similar flow features, leading to a high value of false
positives. The proposed scheme outperformed the approaches in [57] and [67] due to
the average bytes per packet condition where flows are labelled as BitTorrent flows if
the average bytes per packet value is greater than 800 bytes. This threshold does
separate between BitTorrent and P2P T.V. streaming flows, nonetheless it ensures

capturing the majority of BitTorrent flows and only a small portion of the P2P T.V.
streaming flows that fall in that range which minimizes the false positives value. The
accuracy of the proposed approaches in [57] and [67] is severely hindered due to the
similarity of BitTorrent flows and P2P T.V. streaming flows (data set 3).
3- The SUS/Unkpacker [73] Trojan and other similar viruses utilize a set of random UDP
ports in order to communicate with the attacker and in some cases it may contact an IP
with a destination port 80. This may be similar to other P2P applications which causes
mislabelling the flows generated from the Trojan as BitTorrent related flows. In the
proposed scheme, a host must satisfy a collection of heuristics in a sequential manner in
order to be considered a BitTorrent or Skype participant. The flows generated by viruses
and Trojans are not mislabelled since they do not satisfy all of the heuristics and
conditions. The proposed approaches in [57] and [67] may mislabel virus and Trojan
flows as P2P flows due to the similarity between their flow features (data set 2).
4- P2P clients are not the only applications that use ports greater than 1024. Other services
such as Adobe flash video and Google Talk use port numbers that are greater than 1024
and are registered as official ports on the IANA port list. The authors in [57] state that in
order for a flow to be classified as a P2P related flow, the source and destination port
number must be greater than 1024. This assumption results in a high value of false
positives when BitTorrent traffic overlaps with traffic generated from other services that
use ports greater in 1024. In data set 5, a HTTP streaming page was open which uses the
Adobe flash video port (1935). The accuracy of both the host behaviour approach
suggested in [57] and the SVM approach suggested in [67] is heavily affected and
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produced inaccurate results when compared to the approach suggested in this thesis as
displayed in Table 30 for data set 5. This is due to the presence of Adobe flash video
flows which can be misinterpreted as BitTorrent flows as their flow features are very
similar where they both generate heavy hitters and use ports greater than 1024.
5- The host behavior approach proposed in [57] operates in the assumption that all
BitTorrent file transfers take place only via TCP. This assumption leads to a very large
value of false negatives when this approach is applied to traces generated by the new
generation of BitTorrent clients using uTP where all data transfers use UDP. The
approach presented in this thesis and the SVM approach in [67] are not be affected by
the transport layer protocol of BitTorrent clients as displayed in Table 30 where 4 out of
5 data sets had BitTorrent clients using UDP for file transfers. The SVM approach is
protocol independent and does not rely on it for classification. On the other hand, the
method presented in this thesis takes into consideration both data transfers that use
TCP and UDP.

4.6.2 Skype Test Results Comparison
In this section, we display the accuracy of the proposed scheme fo r identifying Skype hosts
when compared to other approaches suggested in different papers. In order to validate the
results, two approaches are selected fo r comparison.
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The first approach, is the Skype host identification scheme suggested in [55] by L. Ptacek. In this
approach, a reverse DNS lookup is preformed on the IP addresses within Netflow traces to
determine whether or not a certain host has contacted an IP that resolves to the Skype server
domain name. Once an IP address contacting a Skype domain name is detected, the IP is
labelled as a potential Skype host. Further investigation is carried out to determine if the
suspected host is truly a Skype participant or not. Detailed information regarding this approach
can be found in [55].

The second approach used for comparison is the scheme suggested in [36].In this particular
approach, Chun-Ming et al have been successful in reverse engineering the Skype protocol
where 12 key steps have been identified. All Skype clients must go through these 12 steps
which take place on the start up of any Skype client. These 12 steps capture the connection
pattern and the behavior of Skype clients from the initialization and the start up phase until the
authentication and call placement. The only drawback using this approach is that it is only valid
for older Skype versions, since the newer Skype clients do not follow the same 12 steps
demonstrated in [36].

In order to validate the accuracy of the scheme proposed in this thesis, a comparison is made
between the results of the proposed scheme and the two mentioned approaches when applied
to the 5 data sets used for the testing phase.

Both the selected approaches and the model suggested in this thesis can accurately extract all
Skype flows once the Skype host has been identified. As a result, we will compare the
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approaches in terms of whether they are successful in identifying the Skype's host IP/Port and
add a 'Host Detected' label if they are successful.

Table 32 represents the results of each approach in identifying the suspected Skype hosts in
each of the 5 data sets.

Table 32 Skype Host Detection for the 3 Approaches

Skype Host Detected

Data Set 1
Suggested
Approach
C hun-M ing et
al's Approach
LPtacek
Approach

y

*
*

Data Set 2

Y

Data Set 3

/
*
*

*

Data Set 4

DataSets

Y

Y

*

Y

'XT

Y

The approach suggested in this thesis was successful in identifying the suspected Skype hosts in
each of the 5 data sets as displayed in the test results section.

The approach suggested by Chun-Ming et al [36] could not identify any of the Skype hosts in the
data sets. In each of the 5 data sets the Skype clients that were active were all version 5.x.x or
higher. The scheme proposed by Chun-Ming et al uses 12 key steps that take place in the older
version o f Skype, which renders their approach obsolete when applied to the current newer
versions of Skype. The 12 steps mentioned in [36] did not undergo drastic changes from the
older versions of Skype to the 5.x.x versions, but some key features used fo r identification have
been changed. One of the important changes can be noticed in the Skype update check, where
in [36] the authors state that it takes place via TCP and a random port number. On the other
hand, in the newer version of Skype the update check takes place via UDP and the predefined
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Skype port. This approach was selected to demonstrate that the older classification models
must be continuously updated and modified in order to accommodate the changes of the
newer versions and should be based on more sophisticated features and connection patterns
that are unlikely to change with newer versions.

The approach suggested by LPtacek in [66] was successful in identifying the Skype hosts in 3
out of 5 data sets. The approach in [36] is highly dependent on the results of a reverse DNS
lookup. Some IP addresses remain ambiguous after a DNS lookup and also some proxies may be
used which result in the inaccuracy of this approach. Another drawback of this approach is that
sometimes the IP addresses within Netflow traces are encrypted or scrambled for security
concerns and privacy which makes this approach infeasible for application. Although this
approach is sometimes successful in identifying Skype hosts, it is highly unreliable if the result
of the reverse DNS lookup fails to resolve the IP addresses to Skype domains.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions

5.1 Conclusions

Developing a generalized approach for accurately identifying all types of internet traffic is
infeasible, since applications have overlapping features and common characteristics which
increase the probability of misclassification. Despite these similarities, each application has a
set of unique characteristics which can be obtained by analysing the applications behaviors and
connection patterns. Even if general approaches yield fine results, it will not perform as well
when applied to data sets with challenging back ground traffic, as displayed d in the test results
section. The future of internet traffic classification lays in developing applications specific
models that are capable of accurately identifying the targeted applications which are more
reliable than general approaches.
In this thesis, a set of heuristics and classification schemes based on the discriminating
attributes and behavioral nature of different P2P applications are presented and integrated
together in order to successfully identify the targeted P2P applications, which are BitTorrent
clients and Skype. The proposed classification model relies solely on information that is
captured by using any traditional collector that provides IP flow information.

These heuristics have been integrated and combined together to produce a classification model
capable of indentifying BitTorrent and Skype flows with high accuracy. Although some of these
heuristics and features have been previously utilized, they are organized in a different fashion
to serve the purpose of classifying P2P applications, as the order of applying these heuristics is
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essential to achieve high accuracy. Some of the presented heuristics are referenced in other
researches but have been combined with other newly obtained ones such as the DHT UDP
probing heuristic and the other application specific heuristics based on the newer versions of
both BitTorrent and Skype that are displayed in Chapter 3.

The presented classification scheme has been tested on real life data sets where P2P and non
P2P activities were conducted. The accuracy output for BitTorrent byte-wise accuracy was very
high ranging from 91.3-95.4%. The information regarding the total amount of downloaded
bytes is very useful fo r network analysts and administrators as it can be used for bandwidth
management and allocation, and in identifying 'bandwidth hogs' that cause congestion and
deteriorate network performance. On the other hand, all Skype flows were successfully
extracted by exploiting certain connection patterns and start up features that are unique for
the newer versions of Skype. All of the voice and video call flows were successfully extracted by
using parameters and thresholds which have been deduced by monitoring a collection of live
ongoing Skype calls. Additionally, an original technique for determining a rough estimate of any
conducted Skype call using Netflow traces has been presented, giving fine results where the
difference between the deduced duration and the original duration was ±1-2 minutes fo r all the
tested cases.

The results o f the proposed scheme have proven to be superior to other existing approaches in
terms of accurately identifying BitTorrent and Skype flows within Netflow traces.
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5.2 Limitations

As mentioned this approach only detects two types of P2P activities which are BitTorrent and
Skype. Nonetheless, these two application are considered to be tw o o f the most important and
popular P2P services. BitTorrent clients are extremely popular for file sharing and downloading,
and can consume a very large portion of the available bandwidth, while Skype is considered the
number one application when it comes to VoIP services. Other classification methods should be
devised for identifying different P2P traffic other than the mentioned applications such as P2P
video streaming and online gaming as these heuristics are based on features unique for both
BitTorrent clients and Skype clients, and are only applicable to these applications.

The presented model has been tested with the up to date versions of both BitTorrent and Skype
applications. Its results have been proven to be superior to those of other approaches.
Although newer versions may change the behavior of these applications, some core connection
patterns will remain the same. For example, A BitTorrent client will always contact the trackers
in the .torrent file in order to initiate the downloading process. In addition fo r Skype, a client
will always connect to a super node on start-up. The way these patterns are carried out may
change with later versions, but the fundamental connection patterns will remain which in turn
solidifies the validity of the classification procedure.

5.3 Suggestions for Future Work

The proposed model performs the classification procedure offline, where the internet traces
are stored before processing them. The model can be enhanced to achieve real time
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classification instantaneously. This can be accomplished by setting the export interval of the
Netflow collector to a relativity small time frame, and by feeding the exported traces to the
classification model as soon as they arrive. The model can then identify different BitTorrent and
Skype activities instantly and take action accordingly. The speed in which the real time
classification takes place may vary depending on different factors such as the export interval
and the complexity and size of the exported traces.

In addition, the classification model should be frequently updated and modified in order to
accommodate the changes of the newer versions of both BitTorrent and Skype applications.
The newer versions should be analysed to identify other unique features and distinguishing
connection patterns in order to improve the accuracy and avoid misclassification.
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